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Jackson offers Non Violent Engagement for Students 
Tht Black Voice N,n 
By Hardy Brown 
CLAREMONf 
just some fun in the sun?" asked 
Jackson. When Jackson asked 
those in the crowd to be honest 
with themselves and come forward 
if they were not registered to vote, 
at least seventy-five came forward 
to register. 
"When Caesar Chavez led his 
non-violent protest during the 
Grape boycott because they had no 
working benefits, we won that 
battle. When women did not have 
the right to vote, and they led non 
violent protests, we won that battle. 
When Blacks had to ride in the 
back of the bus and Rosa Parks 
would not give up her seat to a 
White man and Blacks did non-
violent protests, we won that battle. 
When Blacks could not sit at the 
lunch counters to eat, the students 
of AT&T did non-violent sit-ins, 
we won that battle. When the 
privilege kids of America went to 
Woodstock to drink alcohol, smoke 
pot, make free love and wallow in 
the mud what did they win?" This 
was the essence of the message 
Rev. Jesse Jackson.of The Rainbow 
Coalition tossed at the students of 
Pitzer College located at the 
Claremont Colleges consortium 
last Friday. "How do you want to· 
be remembered? Are you a person 
of hope as King, Chavez, Parks, 
Chaney, Teal and other civil Rights 
giants? Or, do you want to have 
The students were assembled to 
hear Jackson speak about the police 
killings of innocent people 
throughout this country and their 
00.t1H1@l@@m&>,,,,... . if< .at 
Continued on Page A-3 
Dr. Marilyn Chapin Massey, President of Pitzer College introduced the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson to the student body and Ms. Tracy Landrum mother of the slain 
teenager Irvin Landrum. 
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Achievement · Sterling Stuckey 
Lecturer for Going Through the Storm: The 
Influence of African American Art In 
History. Professor Stuckey will present a 
lecture entitled "The Artist and His 
Audience: The Case of Paul Robeson" on 
October 21, 1999 at 3:00 p.m. in room 1500 
of the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences 
Building at the University of California, 
Riverside. This event is open to the public 
and free of charge. 
Dr. Stuckey completed his undergraduate 
studies at Northweste rn University, then 
taught elementary school and high school in 
Chicago for a period of six years. He later 
earned a doctorate in History from 
Northwestern where he was appointed 
Associate Professor in 1971 and Full 
Professor in 1977. Stuckey has also· been a 
The crowd in Moreno Valley 
was anxiously awaiting the 
arrival of the speaker of the 
hour. There were Christians 
and Muslims with the idea of 
putting aside differences and 
uniting with one common goal 
to support the Black Legal 
Defense Fund (BLDF). 
It sounds so simple to unite 
but Blacks have been trying to 
do so sin_ce they got off the 
boats from Africa. We didn't 
speak the same languages we 
were from different ethnic 
groups but the enslavers didn't 
care they took our names, 
stripped us of all dignity and 
set up decisive activities to 
keep us from trustin g one 
another. 
In the style of Hon. Louis 
Farrakhan, Tony Muhammad, 
Western Regional 
Representative of The 
Honorable Minister Louis 
Farrakhan, Nation of Islam 
preached a message of love· and 
unity. He started in the Old 
Testament with Moses and 
went to the New Testament 
Minister Tony Muhammad 
with Jesus and ended with the 
Holy Qur'an and Muhammad. 
Islam he said embraces it all. 
He spoke about how we tell the 
Bloods and the Crips to unite 
but Christians, Jews and 
Muslims don 't unite and we 
destroy for lack of knowledge. 
"There is corruption in the 
land. Killers posing as- police, 
not with a sheet but now with a 
badge and a smile." he said 
trying to make the audience 
aware of the recent revelations 
in LAPD and Riverside. "They 
planted a gun on him and he is 
the same police who testified to 
. Hill Foundation Visiting Research Professor 
at the University of Minnesota in 1970-71, a 
Visiting Research Fellow at UCLA in 1975-
76, an Andrew Mellon Fellow at the Center 
· for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences, Stanford, in 1980-81 , a Senior Search Continues For Deputy's Killers 
Fellow at the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. in 1987-88, and a Fellow 
at the Humanities Research Institute, 
University of California, Irvine in 1991-92. 
' Stuckey 's first book Slave Culture : 
Nationalist Theory and the Foundations of 
Black America was published by Oxford 
University Press in 1987. In Slave Culture, 
Stuckey explores the depths of African 
culture in slave communities and how 
vestiges of nation building in the slave 
communi-ties still influence blacks in 
Amer;ca in the twentieth century. Going 
Through the Storm: The Influence of 
African American Art in History, published 
by Oxford in 1994, is his second book. It 
focuses on the impact of African visual arts, 
music, and dance on their modem western 
counterparts from the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Current projects include 
an extended study of slave dance tentatively 
entitled The· Ring Shout: The Role of Dance 
in the- Formation of Culture, and an 
extended study of Herman Melville's Benito 
Cereno. As an inteilectual and cultural 
historian, Stuckey is especially interested in 
the relationship of art and literature to 
history. 
The purpose of the annual Distinguishe9 
Humanist Achievement Lecturer is to 
recognize, acknowledge, and celebrate 
significan t research or creative 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
On Friday, October 8, 1999, 
Deputy Eric Thach responded to 
a reported "open door" call in the 
9100 block of Kennedy Street in 
the unincorporated area of 
Riverside County known as 
Pedley. Deputy Thach arrived at 
the home at approximately 1318 
hours. Shortly after arriving, 
Deputy Thach indicated he had 
located an open door and 
requested a back up. At 1328 
hours, Deputy Thach put out an 
"11-99" over his radio. Officers 
use this code when they have 
been shot. 
Within one minute, additional 
• Deputies from the. Sheriff's 
Department, as well as Officers 
from the Riverside Police 
Department and California 
Highway Patrol responded. 
When the first Deputies arrived, 
they located Deputy Thach 
outside of the residence suffering 
from a gunshot wound. Deputy 
Thach was tran·sported to 
Riverside Community Hospital 
where he passed away at 1505 
hours, while in surgery. 
Deputies and Officers from 
neighboring Law Enforcement 
Agencies set up a perimeter 
immediately upon arriving, in an 
attempt to catch the suspec ts . 
The Riverside County Sheriffs 
Department Emergency Services 
Team (SWAT) responded, as did 
members from the Riverside 
Police Department's Metro Team. 
A search then began for the 
suspect's. 
At about 1550 hours, a fire 
broke out in the river bottom 
within the ·area of the search . 
Shortly after the fire broke out, a 
suspect was observed in the area 
of the fire carrying a· rifle. 
Officer's shot this suspect and he 
died at the scene. The suspect's 
jdentity is not being released at 
this time. The search continued 
for two Hispanic male suspects 
who were still at large. Shortly 
after midnight, the search of the 
area was completed. These two 
suspects' are still at large. 
Preliminary investigation 
revealed that the "open door" call 
was a residential take over 
Continued on Page B-3 
.. ~,,_ 
A full audience sat on the edge of their seats. 
get new laws enacted . LAPD fear. Prisons are big business," will have unity by choice or by 
set up the brothers with 2 he said. force. We are ~ivided and weak 
strikes. They use sirens to keep Muhammad spoke of recent now but God is going to deal 
oppressed people in line with natural calamities and said, "we Continued on Page A-2 
Rodriguez Tells Story on BET and CBS 
The Black V"ice News 
INLAND EMPIRE 
Rene Rodriguez was on two 
prestigious television shows this 
last week. The Tavis -Smiley 
Show on BET and CBS' 60 
Minutes. 
Rodrig uez is the Black 
policeman who told the truth 
about what was happening in the 
Riverside Police Department as it 
relates to racial profiling and the 
aftermath of the Tyshia Miller 
shooting by 4 White officers. 
Miller was killed as she laid in a 
car in medical distress December 
28, 1998. Police report a gun was 
on her lap. The four o·fficer 's Paul 
Bugard, Daniel Hotard, Wayne 
Steward and Michael Alagna, 
then reportedly made high S's 
and disparaging ·racial remarks 
about the victim and the relatives 
that gathered in shock. Sergeant 
Gregory Preece, was also fired 
for his alleged racial remarks. 
Officer Rene Rodriguez was on 
the scene and with the four from 
40 seconds after the shooting 
· until 8 A .M. the next morning 
(first published in the Black 
Voice). What he saw is enough 
for a made for television movie. 
Because of this experience 
Rodriguez, reported he w~s 
threatened and in fear of his life 
because fellow ·officers stopped 
backing him up in the field and 
Sgt. Preece made a late night visit 
in uniform and with a baton in 
hand ordered him against doctors 
orders to go back to work. His 
life has been in shambles ever 
since. He has not been paid since 
he · gave his side of what 
happened. He also exposed police 
racial profiling -that got at least 
one city councilman in hot water 
with a colleague. 
Councilman Alex Clifford said 
he was not familiar with "driving 
while Black" he was familiar 
with "driving while criminal." 
Clifford insists he was 
misunderstood. 
The defense of the department 
not paying him, sources report 
the rational is he was a 
probationary employee. Two of 
the four shooters of Tyisha Miller 
were also probationary and they 
were paid for six months after the 
shooting until they were fired. In 
Black Voice Thursday, June 17, 
1999 Paul Villanueva, police 
spokesman, said two of the four 
had no recourse because they 
were probationary. Many 
community members cannot 
understand why the officials only 
request they want hiin to come in 
and interview again. This is 
clearly against his doctor 's 
orders. 
The Latino commu ni ty will 
hold a fundraiser. Story Page B-3 
Local Silent Philanthropist Dies 
The Black Voice News · 
RIVERSIDE 
By Cheryl Brown 
William Ellison Grant, 67, 
passed away October 7, 1999. He 
was recently diagnosed with lung 
cancer and was under the care pf 
VITAS hospice care . 
Grant was a silent 
philanthropist who didn't want 
publi c credit for his 
contributions.' He recently began 
donating to the Black Voice 
Foundation Scholarship Fund. 
For the· past two years his wife 
Carolyn has supported the 
organization's Woman of 
Achievement Luncheon. 
Grant was born in Los Angeles. 
William "Bill" & Carolyn Grant 
His parents were Cliff and Helen 
Grant. His father was an 
imminently known UCLA 
professor of political science and 
former Dean of the School of 
Liberal Arts. 
Continued on Page A-2 
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The Black Vnicc News 
LOS ANGELES 
Brian Townsend, president of 
West Coast Black Publishers 
Association · (WCBPA), and 
publisher of The Precinct 
Reporter and Tri-County 
Bulletin , is pleased with the 
progress of the organiz_ation's 
16th Annual Convention in 
Las Vegas , Nevada at the 
Monte Carlo Resort from 
October 20th through October 
23rd. 
WCBPA 1s a unique 
association of newspaper 
publishers whose members are 
leaders in their immediate and 
outreaching communities. The 
WCBPA association is devoted 
· to promoting, strengthening, 
and expanding the roles of the 
Black press in all aspects of 
the African American 
community. According to 
Townsend, "Everyone 
involved is looking forward to 
this special gathering of the 
Black press on the West Coast. 
Over the years, newspapers 
have become a vital part of the 
community and we are proud 
of our commitment to 
leadership throughout this 
century." 
WCBPA is the voice that 
sends out messages regarding 
E-Mail t~: blackvoice@eee.org SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 27 YEARS 
. 
the truth about the hardships 
and struggles of the minority·. 
community; yet, at the same 
time its member publishers 
send out messages of hope and 
pi-ogress for improving the 
social and economic conditions 
for its readership. 
With the appropriate theme 
"Building Coalitions For The 
N ew Millennium," plans are 
s_et for a meaningful forum of 
learning and networking while 
bringing together member 
publishers from the states of 
Arizona, California, Colorado, 
Nevada, Oregon and 
Washington. Together, they 
will provide national and 
regional forums for the 
examination of timely issues 
and topical conce rns that 
directly _affect the community, 
its growth and development. 
l}Up://www.blackvoicenews.com 
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EDITORIAL 
.•' ,:.': .. _.:, 
to re-elect a nd .. e1ect.;):nembers to ·ourdocah~ch(jol DistriWB◊~td · pf 
i11~;1t!f ! ;~~l~I V~\,1!f ,1 
v.re beiieve aAiyersity of ideas, ·experiences, leadersfaip\ 1p9 CQlOt{irtµst 
be considered ~hen yoting for this position qf,hon9r a.rid tru~t., JJilU~~ 
other elected positions in out <;:Cimmunity the Board.6fEdtlcatib~ 's~tv¥s 
a constituent that cannot vote,'. make · financial . coritributioris n6F the 
success be measured in a specific manner. Th6 bo~rd m6m~e~s.~~iv~ a 
workforce that spends all of it's time educating the.future ~orkfoi:ce: 
Yet, they do not have the power. to raise the resources to pfoper(y 
compensate their employees. I know some people who ~1sh to continue 
to serve and some who wish for the opportunity to serve. We .will giv~ 
you some of the people we believe will best serve our public :good at 
this time. . ·· Y 
. For the Riverside City Unified we want to recommelld Ay~n 
Terrell. Aynn is seeking the position for the first time but will bring a 
wealth of community involvement to the Board. Her experience as a 
Social Worker and youth advocate will be a great resource to her 
colleagues. She understands the grassroots issues of homelessness, 
HIV, alcoholism and drugs, all issues facing our school-aged children. 
Aynn is a mother, grand mother and long time resident of this 
community. She will add t0 the diversity of views and ideas to a much 
needed school community. We therefore recommend Ayon Terrell 
for Riverside Unified School Board. 
For San Bernardino City Unified we are recommending Danny 
Tillman re-election. He has shown exceptional leadership in an area 
that few boardmembers have any knowledge. That area is with the 
budget. His expertise led to the discovery of over 40 million dollars 
being carried as excess monies. His ability to ask the hard questions 
that bring to light unfair practices is critical. Recently in the bidding 
process, it was highlighted that a contractor was awarded a contract 
worth four million dollars without public input or knowledge. As a 
result of his questions the bid was open to the public. Danny has also 
insisted that all sdiools be wired for high technology regardless of the 
school's location. Graduation rates for African American students 
continue to rise as do the test scores. We therefore recommend 
Danny Tillman for San Bernardino School Board . 
For Rialto City Unified we are recommending Walter Hawkins. 
Walter brings many years of experience from working at Cal State 
University San Bernardino in the Upward Bound Program. He knows 
and understands the needs of students because of their verbal 
comments to him and deficiencies through test scores in various 
academic disciplines he has seen over the years. Walter has been 
· involved with the youth over the past two decades. Walter has held 
various positions with other organizations in the community such as 
Westsi.de Action Group, National Association for the Advance of 
Colored People and many others. Walter would continue a fine 
tradition for the board that will be missed by out going member Wilmer 
(Amina) Carter. We therefore recomntend Walter Hawkins for 
Rialto Unified School Board. 
For Redlands City Unified we are recommending Amos Isaac; 
Ph.D. Dr. Isaac will bring many years of educational experience to the 
Redlands School Board. When elect this November he will become the 
first African American to serve on this school b'oard. With the 
diver~iiy of the district changing at a rapid rate the citizens of Redlands 
would be. well served to have someone of Isaac's experience and 
knowledge to represent them. He would provide a·valtiable resource to 
o.ther Board members when dealing with complex problems of student 
achitwement, management issues and race. His experie1.1ce a,_s Co::. 
Di~c~or ~ith the United States Peace Corpswilfprovi5ie internaticmal 
insight to an international community. .•. We therefore recommend 
Amos .Isaac, for Redl~nds Unified School Board. '._ · · ·· .· ·· ·· ·· 
?:• --:·: . · .. ::: :·:·· • . ,.• ••'• • .. •. ·,;.;.:,: r, ·;-;:,;: .•:;;; 
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Continued from Front Page 
with your enemy. God says his 
weapons are nature. He uses the 
wind, rain and earthquakes . 
Hurricanes start at Ivory Coast 
and come to America along the 
same route the slaye ships took." 
"Don't let labels divide us . 
Suffering prepared us for 
leadership today. We must focus 
on self help, the mentality of 
Black organizations must focus 
on self help. We are devalued 
because our voices are silent. We 
are intelligent enough to do for 
ourselves, we can't depend on 
former slave masters to do for 
ourselves," he said. 
In a statement that surprtsed 
some, he said "White skin ain't 
devil it is the mentality t~ carry 
out White surpremist activities." 
Muhammad chucked when he 
spoke of the power of Jews and 
how they affect the politics. "I 
love the way the Jews go to the 
Government. They don't ask, 
they don't change what they 
wear and they are respected." In 
a scathing attack against 
politicians he said, we are going 
to make them respect us. 'Their 
records· are going to be looked at 
and exposed and Black 
politicians especially will have 
to step up to the plate. "They 
(politicians) must have on a bow 
tie when they come to see us 
(Muslims) and learn t o say 
Asalam alakem. " 
, 
An explaining what the newly · 
ormed organization will do, 
Muhammad explai ned, "the 
Black Defense Legal Fund will 
fight for African Americans. 
Fight to expose bigotry, and for 
those who are unjustly 
prosecuted. BOLF will expose 
Black politicians who don't 
make good on their promises. 
Negro sellouts will be exposed 
and politicians are going to fear 
us. They can't lie anymore." 
Muhammad said 90% of the men 
attending the Million Man 
March were Christian and that 
tells him that men want to be 
back in their place. He also 
spoke of what sisters want is a 
strong man. He offered Nation 
of Islam programs, Adopt-A-
Prisoner and the Black Farmer's 
Market as models to be followed 
and he offered them as a start. 
Food grown by Black farmers is 
the most basic . For $45 a week 
· there is enough fresh vegetables 
and fruit to feed a family of four 
and for few dollars more meat 
and fish can be added . As a 
testament to how well the prison 
program works a brother told 9f 
his success. He said if it were 
not for the teachings of 
Muhammad, he would not be 
here . It has helped him to stay 
on the right path,. 
A question and answer session 
followed Muhammad's 
presentation and earlier panel 
discussion led by moderator, 
Abah Ahmed, Coordinator of 
Moreno Valley Study Group, and 
panelists who shared ideas, and 
brought up to speed where their · 
respective projects were: 
Vimiecia Green-Jordan, Mayoral 
candidate, City of Perris, CA, 
Tanya Humphrey, candidate for 
Riverside City Council. Pastor 
A.V. Johnson, Pastor Salvation 
Christian Ministries, Hakeem 
Shabazz Muhammad, The 
Nation of Atoners, Cheryl 
Brown, Black Voice News, Dr. 
Donald Evans, founder of 
National Association of Brothers 
arid Sisters In & Out an 
Afrocentric Educational Prison 
Ministries, and Rev . . Bernell 
Butler, Ty.isha Miller family 
spokesman. 
For more information call 
(909) 656-1416. 
.. 
Local Silent Philanthropist Dies 
Continued from Front Page 
In 1950 he met and later married 
· his wife of nearly 50 years, 
Carolyn when they both attended · 
and graduated from the University 
of Mexico. Upon returning to 
, California in 1957, he joined the 
Westchester, California 
Congregational Church of the 
Messiah. In the 70's he was 
working at Hughes and was 
elected to the Pomerado Water 
District Board In the 1970's the 
family relocated to Riverside. 
His passion was computers. 
In 34 years he worked his way 
up the aerospace ladder to become 
a respected Computer System 
Analyst. He was commended and 
awarded special citations for 
excellence in designing, and 
implementation of computer 
software. At Hughes: automated 
PERT chart, the first design of the 
automatic checkout language and 
compiler (ATOLL II) for real time 
checkout of the Saturn N launch 
vehicle. His accomplishments at 
the Jet Propulsion Lab were, the ·. 
Pioneer Spacecraft, Mariner Mars 
Mission and the Lunar Orbiter. 
Other projects were completed for 
the Marine Corps and the Air 
Force. 
Another passion for him was car 
racing and he also enjoyed 
watching sports in his retirement. 
He also was an active member of 
the Riverside Dicken ' s 
Foundation. 
Left to cherish his memory are · 
wife Carolyn Benton Grant; three 
children, Alan Benton, William 
Douglas and Alison Jeannette 
Grant-Carlos; his childre.n's 
spouses, Teri L. Rogers ; Terri 
Colenso Grant and Dominic , 
Gerald Carlos , mother, Helen 
Allison Grant; sister, Beverly : 
Grant Holmberg, her husband Neil 
Andrew Holmberg; sister-in-law, _ 
Marion J. Tonjes Ed.D., mother-in-
law, Felicia Tyler Benton; four 
grandchildren and a host of nieces, 
nephews and friends. 
WCBPA to €onvene 16th Annual Convention in Las Vegas 
Continued from Front Page 
Through various workshops and 
seminars, WCBPA is planning 
to strengthen its role a a 
powerful influence in all 
communiti es in the western 
region . To continue the 
influence of the WCBPA 16th 
annual convention, invited are 
business leaders, political and 
government officia ls, and 
dynamic , enterprising 
individuals of local, regional 
and national distinction to serve 
as both speakers and panelists. 
One of the standout sessions 
will be Youth Day on Thursday, 
October. 21st, at which more 
· than 400 loca l high sc hool 
s tudents will be attending the 
WCBPA convention activities. 
"As bus iness leaders, our 
me mber publishers eagerly 
accept the significa nt 
responsibility of reaching out to 
help our young people. Our 
convention provides a unique 
opportunity for qualified high 
school students to. receive a 
scholarship towards their higher 
education and the opportunity to 
interact with outstanding role 
models of corporate America 
who share our mut~al concern 
for their wel fa.re," stated 
Townsend. 
To date, corporate sponsors 
include: Anheuser-Busch 
Companies, American 
Minorities Media, Auto Nation, 
Carol H. Williams Advertising, 
C hrysler Corporation, 
GMAC/GMAC Mortgage, Kraft 
Foods, Macy's Department 
Stuckey Humanist 
Achievement Lecturer 
Continued from Front Page 
accompli shment, a series of 
articles, distinguished 
performance, a museum or gallery 
exhibition, or other creative 
achievement such as a recent book 
by a University of California, 
Riverside colleague. 
This event is open to the public 
and free of charge. For more 
information, call (909) 787-3987 
ext. 1555. 
Stores , Philip Morris 
Companies , Miller Brewing 
Company, Nordstrom 
Department Stores, State Fann 
Insurance Company, Toyota, 
NIKE, Schieffelin & Somerset, 
RJ Reynold s and Northrop-
Grumman Corporation, 
Washington Mutual, Coca-Cola, 
USA and Pacific Bell. 
Family Talks 
Jos,eph A. Bailey, II M.D. 
Today's kids usually say 
"yeah, right" when their parents 
mention how they had to walk 
miles over bad roads to get to 
school. This was no joke. I 
have personally seen schools for 
colored kids in such bad repair 
that roofs leaked while cold and 
rain came through gaps in thef, 
floors and wall s. During the 
co ld season, the unheated 
buildings plus the students 
be ing dressed in thread-bare 
clothes made · learning 
unbearable. Education could 
not compete with icy fingers, 
icy fee t , and being hungry . 
Besides, there was little in the 
way of furniture, blackboards, 
de sks, benches to sit on, or 
tex,tbooks. Understandably, 
education was so poor that it 
was hardly worth the name. 
Under these conditions, many 
colored youngsters did not 
attend school. Some could have 
even walked miles without 
finding a school to go to. Those 
that did attend were pulled out 
of school in spring and fall to 
work the fields as White kids 
rode joyfully by in a school bus 
Established in 1971 , West 
Coas t Black Publishers 
Association is devoted to the · 
advancement of the Black Press 
in the Western United States, 
and continues to serve as a 
magne t orga~ization for 
coordinating the good will and 
growth of the Black press into 
an effective powerful network 
entity facing the new 
millennium. 
For room reservations please 
cal the Monte Carlo Resort at 
(800) 311-5999 and ask for code 
XWEST2 for special convention 
rates. For further convention 
information, contact the office 
of Alescia Buford and 
Associations at (818) 995-6545. 
History of Negro Colleges 
on the way to school. I have 
witnessed this scene many 
times. Hence, Black schools 
were opened only four months a 
year. Their teachers averaged 
the eighth grade in their own 
training. 
As important as schools in 
churches '.Yere, they were 
operated with complete 
independence of each other. 
This fact prevented their 
cooperation in a common cause 
so that much duplication of 
• effort resulted . The American 
Missionary Association was 
organized before the Civil War 
on an interdenomination~l and 
strong anti-slavery basis. It was 
the first of all the benevolent 
organizations to begin education 
work, opening a school in 
Hampton, Virginia, in 1861. 
Other colleges built under its 
leadership were Atlanta 
University, Fisk University 
(Nashville), Straight University 
(New Orleans) and Talladega 
College (Alabama). 
The American Baptist Home 
Mission Socie ty stressed 
religious education and began 
its activities in 1862 for the 
refugees who came into the 
camps of the Union armies. 
Included among the schools 
started by the Society are 
Morehouse College for men and 
Spellman College for women, 
both in Atlanta; Virginia Union 
Uni.versity for men and five co-
educational institutions; Bishop 
College in Marshall, Texas; 
Benedict College in Columbia, 
South Carolina; Shaw 
University in Raleigh, North 
Carolina; Jackson College in ! 
Jackson, Mississippi; and , 
Leland College in Baker, J 
Louisiana. l 
Methodist institutions include 
Gammon Theological Seminary 
and Clark University (Atlanta); • 
Claflin University (Orangeburg, 
South Carolina); New Orleans 
University; Rust College (Holly 
Springs, Miss issippi); Wiley 
College (Marshall, Texas) ; 
Bennett College (Greensboro, 
North Carolina); Morgan 
College (Baltimore); Philander• 
Smith College (Little Rock, 
Arkansas) ; Meharry Medical 
College (Nashville) ; and 
Wilberforce University (Ohio). 
Presbyterian efforts gave rise to 
Lincoln University 
(Pennsylvania) ; Johnson C. 
Smith University (Charlotte, 
North Carolina); and Knoxville , 
College (Tennessee). One of the 
better known Episcopal schools 
was St. Augustine (Raleigh, 
N.C.). Where religious pride 
and prejudice were 
insurmountable so that 
consolidation could 'not be 
effected, the denominational 
schools continued an anemic 
existence, if at all. However, an 
outstanding example of 
denominational cooperation is 
the Atlanta University system. 
The message: "Together We 
Stand; Divided We Fall." 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D 
IFESTYLES • Health 
• Fitness 
HEALTH CARE IN RIVERSIDE - SERIES Ill 
AARP will present the third series in "Planning For Our Future - Health Care In 
Riverside" on Saturday, October 16, 1999 from 8:00am to I I :00am at the Janet 
Goeske Center. The Goeske Center is located at 5257 Sierra Avenue. Keynote 
Speakers include Ronald Loveridge, Mayor of Riverside, and Michael Reagan, Ph.D., 
UCR Professor of Pol itical Science. Co~Sponsored by, Parkview Community 
Hospital Medical Center. 
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-Inland Empire Youth Receives National Award· 
The Black Voice News 
MORENO VALLEY 
Anthony Sibert Jr. of Moreno 
Valley has been selected from 
over 1,000 nominees to receive 
International Leaders~ip 
Network's 1999 Young Achiever 
Performing Arts Award. 
Honored locally as an Inland 
Empire Young Achiever, 
Anthony was nominated by his 
dance Instructor, Clifford 
Breland, Artistic Director of Bre 
Dance Theatre, for national 
recogn~tion because of his Anthony Sibert, Jr. 
outstanding accomplishments and recognition throughout the ' 
and talent as a dancer. He and country. A student at Bre Dance 
his parents, Anthony and Denise Studio in Riverside and member 
Sibert Sr., will receive an of its Performing Ensembles for 
expense paid trip to St. Louis, ten years, he has taken Master 
Missouri and be the guests of Classes with legendary 
International .Leadership dancers/teachers such as Pearl 
Network (ILN) at its annual Primus, Eddie Brown, Henry · 
Dare to Lead Awards Program, LeTang, Al Desio, Fred 
Sunday, October 24, 11:00 a.m: Strickler, Abron Glover, 
at Saint Louis University. At Winifred Harris, Matthew 
that time, nine other young Rushing, Sean C. Fielder and 
people will be honored as Waverly Lucas. 
Young Achievers. Each will Anthony attended the Alvin 
receive a crystal globe award Ailey American Dance Center's 
and $1,000 U.S. Savings Bond • 1999 Ju~ior Division Summer 
scholarship. Intensive Program and was 
A versatile dancer, Anthony's selected to attend the Joff rey 
talents in tap, ballet, jazz, Ballet School's Summer Trainee 
modern and hip-hop have Program in 1997 and 1999. He 
garnered him numerous awards was selected "Most Versatile" 
dancer in "Dance USA" 1999 
dance competition in El Cajon, 
California and performed in the 
1998 "Chocolate Nutcracker" 
Christmas show narrated by 
. Debbie Allen Nixon. 
Anthony's creativity extends to 
the visual arts as well, winning 
many awards, including first 
' place in the PTA's 1999 
Reflections Visual Arts Contest 
for California's 23rd PTA 
District. Currently a freshman in 
the Gifted and Talented Program 
at Canyon Springs High School, 
Anthony was an honor student 
last year at Vista Heights Middle 
School and ·a cp-curricular art 
student at Riverside Community 
College maintaining a 4.0 CUM 
GPA. He frequently uses his 
talents to volunteer for school 
and community service projects. 
He enjoys baseball, basketball, 
football, track, and also enjoys 
creating and drawing personal 
c;omic book characters. His 
future goals include becoming a 
lawyer fighting for the rights of 
those in need. 
International Leadership 
·Network is a nonprofit 
charitable organization whose 
mission is to advance leadership 
education and build self-esteem 
among tomorrow'~ leaders. 
Through its Young Achievers 
Program, ILN promotes SGhool, 
community and national 
recognition for the positive 
accomplishments of young 
people. This early recognition 
enhances self-esteem and 
encourages young people to 
develop and use their talents. 
ILN also recognizes adult 
leaders whose lives, personal 
ar:id professional, reflect the 
standards and goals of ILN. This 
year's national Dare to Lead 
Award will be ·presented to 
Thomas H. Jacobsen, Member, 
National Executive Board and 
Former Chairman, Greater St. 
Louis Area Council, Boy Scouts 
of America, during the October 
Program. 
· Since its inception in 1990, 
thousands of young people 
throughout the country have· 
received community recognition 
as Young Achievers. Sixty-four 
have received national 
recognition. 
Jackson offers Non Violent Engagement for Students 
Continued from Front Page 
intolerance for people of different 
color, religious beliefs and . 
lifestyles. He cited the shooting of 
local Irvin Landrum, killed in 
Claremont, Tyist.a Miller, killed in 
Riverside and Amadou Diallo 
Killed in New York. The senseless 
killing of a man in Montana, by 
White youths because he lived a 
gay lifestyle; and the shooting and 
killing of people in Los Angeles at 
the Jewish Temple just because of 
their religious beliefs. "This must 
stop and you can help. Not with 
guns but by voting and letting your 
voice be heard at the ballot box. 
You must select issues that make a 
difference in the lives of people. 
We still have people who provide 
health care services to sick people, 
yet the health care worker has no 
health care insurance of their own. 
When they get sick they cani:iot get 
in the bed that they make up for 
., , •.;. 
. A rainbow of colors sit or'I the grass at Pitzer College open auditorium called 
"the Mound" to listen to Rev. Jesse Jackson. 
people they care for. You have 
people who serve food every day, 
yet they buy their food with food 
stamps . There is something still 
wrong in America and you can 
help fix it," he said. 
Justice Department Official asks Lawyers to Help End Racial Profiling 
Jackson kept the cro"wd on the 
edge of their seat, I should say on 
the edge of the grass as they sat on 
the grassy lawn twenty to thirty 
rows deep. The students got what 
they came for as Jackson ci ted 
example after example of victories 
from the past and new horizons for 
the future. He said even though 
the odds are against us, we must 
vote and get involved, this is the 
only thing that will make a 
difference. 
The event was sponsored by the 
Intercollegiate Department of 
Black Studies of the Claremont 
Colleges and the Irvin Landrum, Jr. 
Justice Organizing Committee. 
Landrum 19, was shot to death in 
Claremont in January 1999. The 
police claim Landrum pulled a gun 
and fired at them but the gun was 
found at his feet bur never fired. 
There were no fingerpr.ints or 
smudge marks found on the gun. 
This shooting occurred about one 
month after the shooting of Tyisha 
Miller in Riverside . The' two 
The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES - AP 
By Linda Deutsch 
The acting head of the U.S . 
Justice Department's civil rights 
division called on a c;onference of 
lawyers to help eradicate racial 
stereotyping by police departments 
and to support affirmative action in 
law school admissions. 
Bi II Lann Lee decried the 
breakdown of trust between police 
and minority communities and 
traced much of it to the practice of 
racial profiling. 
"We have a .situation in this 
Our Bodies 
Dear Dr. Levister: Our 24 
year old daughter left home for 
a: career.. She has lost her job 
and wants to move back. We 
love he r but our lives have 
changed. What can we do? 
Distraught parents 
Dear Distraught: The 
departure of children from home 
doe s not always re~ult in 
fee lings of anxiety and 
'abandonment by parents. Often 
one has a sense of satisfaction 
that the fledglings are lodged 
· and leaves one with the desire to 
develop new interests in life. 
Since 1970 the nests have not 
remained empty. · Fifty-percent 
of children between 20 and 24 
and 11 % be tween 35 and 34 
currently live with their parents. 
With World War II and the 
post-war economic boom the 
number of children who lived at 
home declined. They married 
and set up homes. 
Rents and real estate prices 
sky rocke ted in the '80s but 
salaries for young workers did 
not necessarily keep up. The 
average age for marriages has 
country with a Black attorney 
telling his son who goes out at night 
not to be afraid of the gangbangers 
but to be afraid of the police," Lee 
said. 
"The grandmothers who used to 
call police when they saw 
something from their windows have 
stopped doing that. There's a 
drying-up of trust." 
Lee said the civil rights division is 
taking action in many states to 
obtain consent decrees from police 
departments willing to eliminate 
racial profiling from their methods 
of operation. 
He cited New jersey, where the 
state attorney general's office has 
acknowledged that state police use 
racial profiles in decisions to stop 
motorists for questioning. 
Currently, he said, a consent decree 
is being worked out. 
Lee said the use of race to identify 
motorists is not only wrong but "it's 
not efficient law enforcement." 
Riverside, Ann Randhawa, said 
she agrees, "if it 's late at night, I 
would shiver in my boots . I'm 
more afraid of police than gang 
members. If you have to , as 
Congresswoman Maxine Waters 
recently gave, publish 10 steps of 
what to do when the police stop you 
as a Black, it is a shame." 
Melba Minter was visiting 
Empty Nest 
risen with 50 % ending ' in 
divorce in the first seven years. 
Single or divorced sons and 
daughters may return home with 
or without children. 
The adult child often feels 
resentful and isolated and the 
parents have their own inner 
turmoil and all suffer. Try to 
define how long a situation a'.iay 
continue, who is paying for 
what and how household duties 
should be shared. 
Yes! Talk frankly and set 
limits . Make plans for the 
future to suit your needs and 
accommodate your fledgling 
adults. 
Dr. Levister welcomes reader 
mail concerning their bodies 
but regrets that he is unable to 
answer individual letters. Your 
letters will be incorporated into 
the column as space permits. 
You may direct your ietters to 
Dr. Levister in care of Voice 
News, PO. Box 1581, Riverside, 
CA 92502. 
BECOME A FOSTER PARENT 
r~ ~j ·•/ ;:,. ,. 
Jc.:f 
_  j '~ , \ 
r\ ~ ~ ~ j :ij"~~~ ~ 
d. ·~ \ fil •. \', ;) • 'i ¥4-o .; 
ce1ve · · 
$ 520 - $1,200 
Training & Financial Support Available 
International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency 
Several Locations in the Los _Angeles and Inland Empire 
areas. 
F9r Orientation Call 
(909) 427-9635 
(888) 449:.4608 
8:00am - 8:00pm 
Se Habla Espanol 
Riverside and had to remain in the 
car, she said she was afraid a 
policeman would come and a 
misunderstanding would arise and 
she would get shot. She said, 'Tm 
scared." 
Cheryl Brown concribured to rh fs 
report. 
· communities are no more than 
twenty minutes from each other in 
two different counties. 
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY & MEDICAL CENTER'S 
HealthFair Expo '99 
Come to HealthFair Expo '99 for a fun-fi1led day of health-related activitie~. 
This is a great time to get free health screenings and learn how to live a 
healthier tomorrow. You may also win a grand prize drawing. 
Spanish interpreters will be available. 
Su11:day, October 24, 1999 
9:00 am to 3:00 pm 
Free Health Screenings: 
• Blood Pressure 
•Body Fat 
•Health Age Appraisal 
•Posture 
•Vision 
/ /rec P'lu .',l,oh~ .for Senio,·s 
( l .im irt•,I l t1<•t·i11l',., . k11 if11l1ll') 
Free Educational Information: 
•Cancer 
•Cardiac Care 
• Children's Safety 
• Dental Care 
•Diabetes 
• Disaster Preparedness 
•First Aid 
• Home Care Services 
•Nutrition 




• Senior Health 
• Sports Medicine 
• Women's Health 
CALL FOR DIRECTIONS AND YOUR FREE 5-MINUTE PHONE CARD: 
I~':e1-877-LLUMC-4U . 
LOMA LINDA U N IVERSITY DRAYS()N C ENTER 
25040 STEWART STREET, LOMA LINDA, CA 92350 
blNLAND EMPIRE I ff- • ' ft ~~ 1~ I uStness 1ouma .r.w.G .t\Uge,e_. 6 ~lme.e u \g J 
~~"(· 
SAN BERNAHIIM) OlJNTY SUN Jh~. THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE 
n..N- """""""'''-C-..•.......-......, ',7 ""'111!:.,. The Inland Empire', Newspaper 
~ .... .,,. ... _. 




BUSINESS • Financial • Real Estate Special City Council Meeting A Special Meeting of the City Council Public Safety Committee of the City of Riverside will be held today at 10:30 a.m. in the 
Fifth Floor Conference Room, City Hall, 3900 Main Street, 
Riverside. • Lifestyles 
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ls-Technology Passing Urban America 
The Black Voice News 
NNPA 
By Professor Sidney Morse 
Yet to be recognized as one of the 
most important strategic issues of 
our time is the subject of urban 
technology transfer. It reflects a 
picture of both enormous 
opportunity and challenge. Despite 
its beckoning call of leadership to 
those who will respond, this issue, 
vital to the economic health of the 
nation, is only now beginning to 
resonate on the radar screens of 
those who have the best opportunity 
to impact its outcome. 
Sev~ral reports accurately depict 
the rather surprising character 
technology growth has taken thus 
far in contributing to current 
economic expansion and its curious 
"non-urban" nature. What is even 
more troubling is that as· we begin 
to understand the profound impact 
this phenomenon will have on the 
shaping of a new global society, the 
ever widening gap should be 
ringing national security alarm 
bells, and it is simply not doing that. 
The question is why? 
The Commerce Department 
indicates that high technology is 
responsible for more than 20 
percent of the nation's accelerated 
3.8 percent three year growth rate 
and now drives nearly a third of the 
economic growth being experienced 
thus far in 1999. "America's High-
Tech Economy: Growth, 
Development, and Risks of 
Metropolitan Areas," a new study 
by the Milken Institute, a Los 
Angeles based think tank, states that 
up to this point technology growth 
has been largely a suburban 
phenomenon. 
In its study of more than 300 
metropolitan areas, the Institute 
warns that metropolitan areas that 
fail to pursue technology as a 
primary industry in the new century 
will be unable to compete 
economically and will place 
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JURUPA VALLEY 
Residents of the greater Jurupa 
Valley area will have the 
opportunity to experience movie-
going at its finest beginning on 
October 15, when Edwards 
Theatres Circuit, Inc. opens one of 
its premium co.ncept theatres, the 
Edwards iurupa Stadium 14 
Cinemas. The new theatre will be 
part of the Jurupa Spectrum 
Entertainment Complex at 8032 . 
Limonite Avenue at El Palomino in 
Jurupa V.alley, California, 
according to James Edwards, III, 
president and CEO of Edwards 
Theatres Circuit. 
The 70,000-square-foot, $15 
million Edwards Jurupa Stadium 
14 Cinemas will feature 14 movie 
screens, a spectacular lobby filled 
with imported marble and granite, 
all-stadium seating, neon and 
stainless steel accents. 
"Edwards Theatres Circuit has 
created a complete entertainment 
experience which merges state-of-
the-art technology and luxurious 
amenities with unparalleled 
customer service to create the most 
exciting movie-going experience 
imaginable:' notes Edwards. "For 
the first time in the Jurupa Valley 
area, movie-goers will have the 
opportunity to be a part of this 
experience." 
The Edwards Jurupa Stadium 14 
Cinemas will feature extra-wide 
aisles, oversized armrests with 
cupholders, 18-inch height rise 
between each row, and luv seats --
which are perfect for couples, as 
well as for parents with younger 
children. The interior design for 
each theatre varies to provide 
additional visual interest to the 
setting between films. 
The Edwarcls Cinemas is the first 
in the unincorporated area of 
Western Riverside County. 
The theatres feature the latest 
sound systems, DTS and Dolby 
Digital, to allow each film to be 
heard with the best technology. · 
The Information Technology 
Association of America, in its study 
"Help Wanted," shows almost a 
doubling of demand for high 
technology skill sets by employers 
from just two years ago to about 
350,000. The report discusses the 
intense difficulties American firms 
are experiencing in filling these 
jobs. It predicts that this trend will 
become even more pronounced in 
the future. Yet, Congress' response 
to pressure from technology 
companies seems to be to open the 
floodgates of immigration instead of 
encouraging and facilitating the 
cultivation of technology skill sets 
here at home. 
Another Department of 
Commerce report, "Falling Through 
The Net: The Digital Divide," . 
provides compelling ·information 
about the haves and have-nots. It 
describes a dangerous trend, that if 
not corrected could cause the 
emergence of two separate worlds 
in the new millennium having a 
potentially very damaging effect on 
the African-American condition. 
· In a paper co-authored by myself 
and Dr. Glen Earl, "Leadership, 
Technology And The Creation Of A 
. New Entrepreneurial Class In Urban 
America," presented at the 
International Business Association's 
Global. Perspectives Conference in 
Cancun, Mexico this past May, we · 
suggest that the current gap 
connected to urban technology 
transfer is in part due .to a crisis in 
leadership. 
The answer to this perplexing 
• problem does not lie in another 
areas, will require leadership. 
In our paper we examined the top 
10 U.S. cities where the combined 
demographic of African-American, 
Hispanic and. Asian • ethnic 
minorities comprise more than 50 
percent of the total population 
against those areas that experienced 
the highest levels of Metropolitan 
Job Growth from 1994 through the 
first quarter of 1998. Wide 
divergence was found, offering 
... the Institute warns that metropolitan areas that fail to 
pursue technology as a primary industry in the new 
century will be unable to compete economically and will 
place themselves at significant risk 
government sponsored program, 
further exacerbating taxpayer 
anxiety. The solution to both the job 
creation challenge and urban 
technology transfer will come from 
the proliferation of entrepreneurial 
driven companies whose creed of 
existence is to create and take 
advantage of opportunity. The 
catalyst for this entrepreneurial 
development, primarily in urban 
further evidence that. technology 
growth has not been an urban 
phenomenon. 
To change this troubling trend we . 
suggest that a simultaneous effort of 
developing a trained workforce and 
cultivating the proliferation of 
entrepreneurs will in time, result in 
the effective transfer of technology 
to the core of our nation. To take on 
this daunting challenge will require 
the application of a new leadership 
paradigm based on five key areas . 
First, developing a workforce that 
can sustain the presence of 
technological creativity and the 
evolution involved at a fundamental 
level. Second, it is imperative that 
there be a reshaping of values in 
urban settings so that respect for 
achievement, property and other 
human beings are raised as guiding 
principles. This is an essential 
building block of the foundation 
reg uired for a technology 
environment to exist. Third, 
leadership will be required to 
encourage already established 
technology companies to install 
operations in urban centers, either 
primary or satellite. Fourth, a new 
dimension of mentoring will be 
required by business leaders. They 
should be encouraged to promote 
technology transfer by mentoring 
both entrepreneurs and those in 
their full organizations. This can 
often occur in the form of strategic 
alliances. And last, it will require 
leadership to reflect the 
attractiveness of the potential of 
urban centers as newly emerging 
domestic economies. Foste.ring 
technology growth will aid the 
process of attracting capital markets 
essential to the facilitation of this 
transfer. 
Perhaps, if leadership is applied to 
these areas the window to the next 
century can be opened to enormous 
opportunity. Action on this critical 
issue wi ll be like moving from 
darkness to light with the sun 
shining through. where it has only 
been dimly lit. One thing· is for sure, 
to not focus on this vital issue as a 
critical strategic question is to offer 
a foreboding picture of the future of 
our nation. 
Professor Morse is president and 
CEO of The Institute For Strategic 
Thinking and Technology 
Development (!SITD). He is also 
an Adjunct Professor at National 
University where he teaches 
Leadership in a Global 
Environment and Strategic 
Technology Management at its Los 
Angeles Campus. He can be 
reached by e-mail at 
professormorse@yahoo.com. 
New ideas and possibilities have been 




















































Courage in leadership and commitment to innovation are the hallmarks of the 
community-based programs supported by Philip Morris Companies Inc. 
While our sponsorship of the arts is well known, we are also the largest 
corporate supporter of hunger-relief programs in America, and are dedicated to 
domestic violence prevention, education and environmental initiatives . 
The people of Philip Morris - commited to helping those in need, 
and to supporting the visionary individuals and organizations 
that enhance the quality of our world. 
Working to make a difference . 
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$ EXTRA INCOME$ 
FIND OUT HOW YOU! 
CAN EARN RESIDUAL INCOME 
THAU THE "Deregulated" 
Public Utilities Industry 
(telephone, pagers, internet, pre-paid calling cards 
& soon cable tv, p.c.s digital cellular, electric, water, 
gas) 
Work at Home - Full or Part nme 
Take Your First Step! Call Now: 
(8Q0} 290-0571 
LEON CARRIGAN, JR. 
Insurance Agency 
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial, 
Auto, Home Owners 
Cal. Lie. #0341370 
Since 1967 
GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL 
Ph. (909) 369-9752 
Fax (909) 369-9252 
P.O. Box 5342 
Riverside, CA 92517 
j 8'T<t!<DIC) <13 • fine Ait 
• C-,Jts 
• 8oclls. 
{at Town•Gote Ceoter) 
l 26S!S fredesrid1 St. 1-9 
Mor6'l0 Volley. <A 9255.3 
Phone (909)'697-4752 
• Boutique 
• (vstom framing 
Tues.-fo. ll :00· 7 pm 
Sot. • 11:00-6 pm 
Ddlbie & Geo Broolls 
Bus: (909) 496-4709 
Pgr: (909) 549-7213 
LAW OFFICE OF 




Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partnerships 
(909) 686-5193 . 
Retirement Estate Investment 
College Long-tenn 
HARDY BROWN II 
t)lf;Registered Representative 
SunAmerica Securities, Inc. 
Post Office Box 7637 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Member Pacific Exchange, 909•496• 1167 
I NASO, SIPC Fax 909•889-8015 
t-i~.AUOU.Al2T~l?§ 
. } ~ fr~!'~~!'~, . 
(909) 689-8916 
* (909) 341-893 
'~ FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., 
M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added'Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
Gen~ral & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170 
Riverside, CA 92506 










TOP NOTCH ENTERTAINMENT 
, Dres~es 
Per Pleat Lined 
Must present coupon 
with incoming orders, 
not valid with other 
offers. 
BACHELOR/BAHCELORETTE MALE EXOTIC DANCERS 
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS OmcE PARTIES 
ANY COSTUMES BIRTHDAY PARTIES 
GRADUATIONS ANNIVERSARIES 
SINGING TELEGRAMS YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED SHOW 
SINGLES/COUPLES PRlvATE SHOWS 
ALL PROMOTIONS 
LET Us SET IT OFF! 
LOOKING FOR INLAND EMPIRES 
SUCCESSFUL SINGLE Bl.ACK MEN & 
WOMEN 21-50 Years 
• 
Send one photo and a 300 word essay about why you 
should be choosen to be on next years calendar. 
Photos cannot be returned. Mail to: 
FINE 
P. 0. Box 53152 
Riverside, CA 92517 
Deadline: Oct. 14, 1999 
Illllk T Insurance & ~ ~ ~ Securities Specialists 
✓ Low Cost Insurance 
✓ Low Downpayment 
✓ Low Monthly Payment 
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health 
Great Home and 
Auto Packages 
Available 
MONE M. SWANN 
Broker/Agent 
License # 0C03720 
5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
92506 
PHONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400 




✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps 
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage 
· ✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
· ·CALL 909-683-1468 
Subscribe & Advertise 
(909) 682-6070 
(Silk X-tra) 





Real Estate Brokerage 
for Residential Appraisals 
Notary Public 
Propeny Management 
Real Estate Sales & Purchase 
.( 
3585 Main St., Ste. 212 
Riverside CA 92501 
(909) 784-1342 
Specializes In Reuniting Loved Ones 
· Solves All Problems 
Psychic Spiritualist 
Pal m and Tarot Card Reader 
Past Special $5 
Present reading 
Future with Ad 
3887 Arllngton Ave., Rlverelde, CA Kathryn 909.nll-1566 
UNHAPPY? UNLUCKY? 
UNLOVED? 
Spiritual Reader a'nd Advis.or 
BARBARA 
Do you need advise? Do you need answers? 
She solves all affairs of life 
Helps in money luck business and marriage 
Also brings back lost lovers 
Call for free question 
and 909/887-2933 
Spiritual enlightenment 
RJS TELECOM$ VIDEO PRODUCTION 
Expertise in Residential and Commercial wiring 
including telephone, internet, television and all 
business wiring needs. 




(909) 349-1956 office 
(909) 445-4172 voice mail 
RJS2507@aol.com-~mail 
Subscribe & Advertise; 
(909) 682-6070 
Subscribe & Advertise 
(909) 682-6070 
JAZZY BOYY SALON 
& 
BOUTIQUE & GOSPEL 
MUSIC 
(909) 242-8248 
13373 Perris Blvd . #E410 
Moreno Valley 
Hours: Mon-Sat- ~:30am-7:00pm 
Also Late Night Appointments Avail!ible 
Page Robert at 909-774-8223 
FOR SALE - CONTACT DARREL 
(909) 242-7952 
-DOlfT HAVE MONEY FOR A DOWN PAYMENT~ ,rs OK 
DOIIT HAVE MONEY FOR CLOSING COST. ,rs OK 
DON'T HAVE G001) CREVIT - ,rs OK 
WE CAN STILL HELP YOll Pl/RCHASf YOUR VERY OWN: 
•BRAND NEW HOME 
•HUD HOME 
•Ml.$ HOME 
For further information contact 




Now Open on Sunday 
Noon to 6:00 p.m. 
FEA-,.«ING .,._ 
Ill FDEN,-
FLA\fMJ IIF 11~ 
WIIGJ 
3590 So. Pierce St. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
(909) 352-7390 llllllll----------~-.. li ___________ _.L---------~;;...;...;..;..~;;.;;. 
' I 
FREE TAIL PIPE EMISSIONS CHECK 
SMOG CHECK 
s29~~-$64.95 
Exp. 9 -30 - 99 
PREAPPROVED AUTO LOANS 
• No Credit? • 1st nme Buyer? 
• Bankruptcy? • Repossession? 
< 
You Can Be Preapproved today Robert Scott • 
1201 Kettering Drive, Ontario, CA 91761 
(909) 372-1670 
E-mail: Crytoyota@aol.com 
RAINBOW DAY CARE 
ALL AGES WELCOME 
Reading with Children 
Activities 
Breakfast & Lunch Provided 
Mobile Service Provided 










CHILDREN UNDER 5! 
There Is 
EXTRA FOOD!!! 
4 you at WIC . 
Call 1-800-455-4942 
Mon- Fri 8:00-5:00 
You May Qualify even If you're working 
WIC Is an Equal Opportunity Program 
Saturday and evening appointments at 
some sites 
Bring this ad for a free gift 





9395 Monte Vista 
Ave. 
Montelalr, C:A 91783 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
(909) 482-0566 
(Moatelalr) 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
Watch Next Week For 
·What's Happening To 
GRAM'S 
(909) 782-8219 
Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any Time 
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions 
YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS 
' . 
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Pastors Appreciation at New Hope A uccess 
.. 
;r,, ..... , n~....., 
'
} . r+ 
~ : : J.r:: . 
.,, 
* ,, 
Rev. Fred Fairley (/) and his wife, Tina were key players in celebrating the ·anniversary of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Fairley as Pastor of New Hope 
Missionary Baptist Church. 
The. Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
_featured departmental and 
individual tributes to Dr. and 
Mrs. Robert L. Fairley. The 
pastor who is in his second stint 
as pastor of New Hope, 
expressed appreciation for the 
love, prayers, monetary gifts 
and fellowship. The gospel 
message at the 7 a.m. service 
was brought by the Rev. Dr. 
Marvin L. Brown, Pastor of 
First Baptist Church of Perris, 
California. The theme for the 
day was taken from Luke 4:18-
19, "Our Pastor Focuses on the 
Family." 
Rev. Ralph Fairley, Pastor of 
Macedonia Baptist of Menlo 
Park, California and son of Dr. 
and Mrs. Fairley brought the 
9:30 a.m. message while older 
brother, Rev. Fred Fairley, 
Pastor of New Home 
Missionary Baptist Church of 
Phoenix, Arizona was speaker 
for the 11: 15 a.m. service. A 
reception was held immediately 
following the 11:15 service. 
Combined attendance for the 
three services exceeded 1500 
people. 
New Hope Missionary Baptist 
Church is located at 1575 West 
17th Street, San Bernardino and 
can be reached at (909) 887-
2526. 
Miracle Deliverance Gospel Hour 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
The Miracle Deliverance 
Pentecostal Holiness Church will 
start amng the Miracle 
Deliverance Gospel Hour Radio 
Broadcast starting Saturday, 
October 16, 1999 at 6:30 p.m. 
and. will air every week at the 
same time on radio. station 
KPRO, 1570 AM. 
Also, Miracle Deliverance will 
host their fourth annual 
Women's Day Program, Sunday, 
October 24th beginning at 3:30 
p.m. . 
The New Hope Missionary 
Baptist Church family held their 
second annual appreciation 
services for their pastor and wife 
recently. The Appreciation 
Committee was chaired by 
Deacon Alfred Jenkins , and 
The theme is "Christian 
Women Coming Together 
Sharing in the Word of God" 
taken from Ruth 1 :8-11. The En~repreneurs Conference and Workshop 
special guest speaker will be 
And, $45 .00 if paid after Evangelist J. Poole. There will 
11/8/99 or the day of event. be many other guests, 
Proceeds will benefit "Teens For refreshments and a fashion 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Life Changing Ministries will 
offer an informative 
Entrepreneurs Conference and 
Workshop with highly skilled 
business professionals to assist 
individuals and business owners 
St. Paul Board Trustee Dies of Cardiac Arrest 
in the areas of A) Concept 
Development and Refinement, 
Trademark, Patents and 
Manufacturing. B)Business 
Plans and Funding. C) Legal 
Aspects of Business. And, D) 
Marketing for Profitability. 
Change", a non-profit clothes display. 
organization. To register send Miracle Deliverance is located 
check or money order to Life at 24261 East 5th Street, San 
Changing Ministries Bernardino, 1 block east of 
"Entrepreneurs Conference" Waterman Avenue on Fifth 
5395 N "F" St. San Bernardino, Street. Rev. Dennis M. Brown is 
CA 92407. A .receipt pastor. For more information, 
The Black Voice News 
LOMA LINDA 
James Bradley, a man who had a 
very outgoing personality, has 
_ shocked people who didn't know 
him well or didn't believe him 
when he said in hfa last wishes, he 
~anted no funeral or memorial 
service to commemorate his life. 
His family has honored that wish. 
Bradley, a meticulous dresser 
loved people and people loved him. 
But Bradley was open about there 
being many hypocrits in the world. 
Maybe it was his experience of 
many years of being a funeral 
director. He also saw the pain for 
the family of the 
departed. 
For years he 
was an Usher at 
First AME, Los 
Angeles. , He 
moved to the 
Inland Empire 
James Bradley and could no 
longer drive to LA, so he joined the 
sister church in San Bernardino. As 
a member of St. Paul A .M.E. 
Church he served on the Trustee 
Board. 
Bradley was ill for a long time but 
still attended church as often as he· 
could. He lived a good life. St. 
Paul members will miss him sitting 
in the second row at the right side 
of the church, next to Ms. Ida. 
Bradley, of Loma Linda died 
Monday of cardiac arrest at 
Braswell 's Colonial Convalescent 
Hospital in Redlands. Bradley was 
86. 
Bradley, a native of Kyle, Texas, 
lived in Loma Linda 10 years. He 
retired as a bus driver for RTD-after 
20 years. 
He is survived by his wife, Doris; 
his daughter, Linda Binns of San 
Diego; and one grandchild. 
The family suggests donations to 
St. Paul A.M.E. Church, 1335 W. 
21st Street, San Bernardlno, CA 
92411. 
The event is scheduled for 
Saturday, November 20, 1999 
from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
Seating is limited. Call and 
register early for this 
informative and productive 
session. The cost is $39.00. 
confirmation will be provided. co~tact (909) 888-3002. 
For more details contact: (909) . 
882-3277. Exhibitor space 
available - call for details. 





The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
community involved programs. 
The divine worship hour guest 
speaker at 11 :00 a.m. is none 
other than Celestine Young-
Andrews. 
St. Timothy Honors Volunteer of the Year 
The community services 
department of 16th St. S.D.A. 
Church is inviting the entire 
community to its big day 0f 
celebration on Saturday, 
October 23rd from 8:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. · 
Lunch will be served. The 
church is located at 1601 W. 
16th Street, corner of 16th and 
Medical Center Drive, San 
Bernardino. 
Located at 20170 Markham 
Street, Perris, CA 92570, is 1 
in need of an experienced 
musician and drum player. 
If you feel that this is your 
calling, please contact 
Pastor Aircey Hayes, Sr., 
ASAP to schedule an 
interview at (909) 657-5058. 
Please prepare a resume of 
your past experience. 
Noreen Hopkins 
The Black Voice News capacity. In addition, Hopkins 
SAN BERNARDINO was part of the adopt a student 
Noreen Hopkins a long time 
member of St. Community 
Church and wife of Minister 
Brad Hopkins, has been selected 
Volunteer of the Year 1999 by 
the pastor of the St. Timothy 
Community Church, Rev. E. 
J1m James. 
Hopkins has a long history of 
volunteer service in the Inland 
Empire community. She has 
worked with the school systems 
as well as rendering faithful 
service to her church. She has 
worked as a Noon Aide in the 
Rialto Unified School District. 
She a l so served at Frisbee 
Middle ·school in the same 
' 
program where she was 
assigned three girls to mentor. 
Currently, Hopkins is a 
volunteer for the San 
Bernardino City Unified School 
District in the "Grandee-Vision" 
program directed by Norman 
Greer . . She is a greeter and 
volunteer reader in the 
c lassrooms of California 
E lementary school,. once per 
week. St. Timothy Community 
Church has since adopted the 
~chool as their community 
based volunteer site. 
Hopkins will be officially 
honored by the church which is 
located at 3100 N . State Street 
San Bernardino on Sunday, 
October 24, 1999. The day of celebration will 
include displays of ongoing The public is invited to come 
and help celebrate this 
wonderful person of God. For 
more information, call (909) 
242-0049 or (909) 887-3015. 
Wlrslllp every . 
Week 11 lhe Cllurch ., "'' CbllCI ... n WIii Change Yl■r UFE 
It's Not Too Late 
To Look SharpJ 




For all your clothing needs 
322 W. "E" Street 
San Bernardino, California 
(909) 884-7474 
LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Toll Free No. 1 (877) 684-LIFE 
RON M. GIBSON, SR. PASTOR/FOUNDER LAVETTE D. GIBSON, W.O.L. PRESIDENT 
CJfu, <Wom£n of .. JJ(t:. 
Invite All to Attend 
Durz: 12th df-nnual <Wom£n. 1~ fh~ 
Stimulating Sunday Morning Worsh,ip Evening Glory 
School Session Service 7:00 P.M. 
9:oo A.M. 10:45 A.M. Guest Speaker: 
Guest Speaker: 
E,,ONjili>t d"'J"" d?oJ.9,u 
!1),nfon, ~ 
EvaNjili>! !B,..t.ia § a,J,,,, 
(jfa.lanJ, '='= 
Featuring Special Music Guest "Twinkie Clark" and 
the Dynamic 100-Plus Voice Choir 
,....-i~ - p"Medicare Worries? 
HICAP Can Help 
HICAP Counselors provide objective 
information on Medicare and other 
, health care issues free of charge. 
Call IDCAP (800) 273-4227 or (909) 697-6560 
Counseling sites are available throughout Riverside and San 
Bernardino Counties. Call today for the site nearest you. 
HICAP, the Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program, 
is funded by a grant from the California Dept. of Aging. 







Women In Prayer 





Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday 
Worship Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Rev .. Alvin L. Smith 
.·~ \· .. 
Sunday School (all ages) 
Christian Life Development 
Classes 
8:30 a.m. :.}•,.;) 
(Adults only) t~,:· _-
8:30 a.m. J 
Worship 
Children •s Church 
Thursday Bible Study 
9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and 
IO: 15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards 
7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh 
Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto. CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-5152 • Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship. Prayer & BibleStudy 







Bible Study & Prayer 




Dr. & Mrs. George 
King 
St. Timothy Community 
Church 
3100 N. State Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship Servicel0:00 a.m . 
BIBLE STUDY 
Tues. (Focus on the Family) 
Every 2nd Tues. . 7:00 p .m . 
Wed. Night 7:00 p .m. 
Bible Study Pastor•s Teaching 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life. 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 
REV. LEROI LACEY 
MONDAY-FRIDAY AT 5:30 PM 
PageA-7 
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard• 
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684·L/FE 
"Celebra ling 12 Years of Ministry" 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 
Enrollment open for Preschool & Kindergarten 
students. Call to register. Pastor Ron and LaVette 
Sunday Worship Services 
8am. 9:45am. 11 :30am. & 7pm 
Sunday School at 8am & 9:45am 
Wednesday Bible Study · 7:30pm 
Friday Fellowship Services• 7:30pm 
(ever 1st & 3rd) 
Prayer• Tues thru Friday• 6am. 12n. 
7pm 
Gibson 
Join us at lhe RIVERSIDE 
CONVENTION CENTER on 
Sunday. October 24. 1999 
.,. of_,,J .,,_ •• !h.f. 
Worship Services 
10:45am & 7pm 
A Church on the Move for God/ 
5694Jurupa 
·, Ave. 




Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:l>O p .m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible :,;tudy 7:00 p .m . Munford,M. Div. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 
Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684· 1564 
www.secondbaptistriverside.org 
E·M/\ 11.: SecBaptistOEarthlink.net 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 10:15 a .m . 
Nursery Open 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesday Services 
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 7:45 p .m. 
"Second in Name, First in Love" 




5413 34th Street 










'3600 Park Ave. 
Riverside. CA 92507 
(909) 7 84-0860 
"II ploc• wh•r• all MOIi 
cam• ond b• refr••h•d• 
Weelrlv Services 
Sundov 
Morn. Worship 11 :00 o.m. 
Eve. Worship 7:00 p.m. 
Sible Study 7 :00 p.111 . 
Friday 
Evangelistic Serv. 7 :30 p .m . 
(lo"t Friday or eoch 111011th) 
March Field Christian Church 
15801 Hannon Street 




astor William & ,,. Church School9:00 a.m. 
Jamellza Carter Worship 10:00 a.m. 
Uniting God's People 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA 
Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Rubidoux. CA 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Weekly Order QfSeaice 
Sarurday Service 
Sabbath 9:15 a.m. 
Early Morning Service 9:15 a.m. 
Omrch Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Youth Special Service 4:30 p.m. Marc K. Woodson 
Senior Pastor 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
"The Healing Place" 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 - FAX 
Donnell Rickey 
Jones, Pastor 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 &: 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ 
Thurs.12Noon 
4009 Locust (at I 0th St.) 
Riverside, CA 9250 I 
(909) 686-0702 
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson Sct1JVUU Or StPYKU Sunday Services 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.,;,. 
Wednesday Bible Studyl0:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Trinity Baptist Church 
2;:>612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley. CA 
(909) 656-4015 . 
"A church where everybody is 
somebody" 
Schedule of Service 
Sun. School 
Sun. New Members· Class 
Worship Service Sun. 
Worship Service Sun. 







11 :15 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
12 Noon 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B 
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729 





1 block west of Archibald and 
1 block south of 9th Street 
Wed. 7:00 PM 
Sat. 11:00 AM 
Sat. 6:00 PM 




Sunday Morning Worship 
9:00 a.m. 
Children's Church-Sun. 
9:00 a.m . ~ 
H-;t;?~~ut;~H 
12345 Mountain Ave .. Unit U 
Chino. CA 91710 
(909) 628-0112 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Tuesday Bible Study 
8:45 p.m. 
Women's Ministry !st & · 
3rd 
Wednesdays of the Month 
6:45-8 p.m. 
Men 's Minis try 2nd 
Saturdays of the Month 
8:00-10 a.m. · 
Thursday, October 14, 1999 
LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD CHURCH OF 
Gon IN CHRIST 
5595 Molino Way 












S970 Llmonite Avenue 
Riverside. CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
.... , . ...,,._ 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
&: Bible Study 7 p.m. 
' 








James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor 
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor 
rossroads 
Community Church 
Dr. Jackson M. Doggette. 
(Located in the theater) 
4300 W. Green River Rd. 
Corona. California 
(800) 650-5557 
Schedule of Service 
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette S•turd•y 
ISILady Weekly Worship & Celebratl~n 
Services 4:00 p.m. 
THE BooK OF ACTS 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
WEEKLY ORDER 9E SERVICE; 
Prayer:Tuesday 9:30 a.m . 
Thursday 5:30 p .m . 
Friday 10:00 a.m . 
Putor Harn,_,· & Bible Study: Wednesday 6:00 p .m . 
::urs. 11~aa ,loaes SUNDAY SErnqs·· 
4909~ Sund~y School . 9:45 a.m. 
884-8241 MonungWorship 11 :30a.m . 
Thursday, October 14th 
Thru 




Southeast Comer or 
Basellne Ave. & 
Medlcal Center Dr. 
cnv or San Bernardino 
Host Con~e~atjon-
Eleventh St. Church of Christ 
H . CLAY WILLIAMS, MINISTER 
Guest Evan~e!jst: 
Bro. Jack Evans, Sr. 
President of Southwestern Christian College 
Terrell, Tx 
"Preaching the Gospel of Christ ... 
... That None Should Perish" 
Info & Free Transportation: (909) 889-1214 
and KAI ETE.U.R ·ENTERPRISES, INC·~ 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL 
MUSIC COUNTDOWN • SATURDAY NIGHT 
11 PM SUNDAY 12 AM MIDNIGHT 
call 
(9~9) 688-1570 
' ~can do all things through Christ l ~ 
who strengthens me/ 
Mount. Olive Baptist Church 
850 River Drive Norco, CA 91760 
(909) 898,1402 (909) 898, 1404 fax 
PASTOR LAFAYETTE S. WHITE JR. 
Sunday School ... .............. ........................ ....... .................. 9:4Sam 
Sunday Worship ..... .......... .......... .................. ............ ....... 11 :00am 
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study ...... .................................... 6:30pm 
. MUSICIAN WANTED ]om us for a mountain top experience. 
G~V~ 
Community Church 
"Now thanks be unto God, which always leads us to triumph in Christ" . . 
Bishop Jqel Block 
Sr. Pastor 
2200 E. Holt Blvd., Ontario 
(Ontario Airport Marriott Hotel) 
(909) 808-9008 
Sunday Services: 
• 9: 15 AM .... ............. .... .. Sunday School 
• IO: 15 AM ..... .. .. worship Celebration 
Come Join Us! 
email: greatervlc tory@mall.com 
Ma lling Address: P.O. Box 728-316 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729 
- Herbal & Homeopathic Systems and Products - Proven Effective, 
and Available At Reasonable Prices. Products for: Anxiety, Skin 
Care, Weight Loss, Insomnia, Pain ·due to Arthritis, Decreased 
Libido, Everyday Fatigue, Card~ovascular Health and much more. 
(888) 524-8387 
WEST COVINA 
Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church · 
138, 1 Pass & Covina Road 
West Covina, CA 91744 
(626) 917-3686 
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick 
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday 6:00 p.m. 
Bible Class 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m. 
Choir Practice 7:30 p.m. 
Bowling 6:00 p.m. 
RIVERSIDE 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 










Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 




Evening Bible Study 6:00 p.m. 
Communion and Baptism every 1st Sunday 
7:00 p.m. 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 

















7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
New Visions Christian Community 
Church 
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 687-7454 
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeft) Jefferson, Jr., 
M.Ed., M.Div 
Sunday 
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.ni. 
Morning Worship & Praisel 1 :00 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Holy Land COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 7 pm 
Pastoral Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
(909) 887-5406 Fax 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship7:00, 9 :30 am & 11 : 15 am 
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am 
N.B.C. 5:00 pm 
Evening Service 6:00 pm 
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm 
New Life Christian Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship '8:00 a.m. 
Church School Hour 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m. 
Tuesday 
Bible Study Hour 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m. 
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3 
Rialto-Monday 8:00 p.m. 
San Bernartiino-Friday 8:00 p.m. 
' . 
. 
''99 Mercury Tracer 
MSRP . .. .... ... $13,790 
Freeway Discount .... 500 
Facto~ Rebate . .. .. 2000 1 
''99 Mercury Mysti ue GS" 
MSRP .. ·.· . . ... . $16,925 
Freeway Discount .. .. 600 
Factory Rebate . .... 1750 
AU NEW 2000 Mercury Cougar 
MSRP . . ... . . . . . ... ... $16,845 
Cuatom«Prk:e 
1 at this price $14,575 
Vin #XW612448 
1 at this price 
Vin #XK603347 
· s15,645 _  . Vin. #Y5600156 
oR AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo. 
''99 Mercury Sable GS" 
MSRP ......... ........ 18,995 ... . 
Cu_,.,,,., Prfee 
$16,695 1 a this price \ Vin #XG613196 
RNO AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo. 
99 Mercurv Mountaineer 
MSRP . ..... . ... $30,135 
Freeway Discount ... 2800 




























3rd seat. Vin #VLB00131 
oR AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo. 
99 Mercurv Villager GS 
MSRP . .... . • . . . $23,990 
Freeway Discount .. 1,900 





~® ®®® 5) . ~i] ~ 5;®®® 
Vin.# VW415530 VIN.#TU695696 
98 MERCURY 
SABLE SUPERCAB XLT 
~~35)®®® iil3~·®®® 
VIN. #OW5644352 VIN #WPA16778 
99 Mercury Grand Mari uis GS 
MSAP . ... . . ... . $23,510, , ' . . · 
Freeway Discount .. 1,200 
Factory Rebate . . . . . 1, 750 
Cuatom« Price $20,560 , XX683996 1 at this price 
Oil AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo. 
All 2000 , 




~~~ 5i®®® ~~i] ®®® 
. 5) . 
Vin. #WK620444 VIN #XM093228 




~8 LINCOLN 98 LINCOLN 
TOWNCAR NAVIGATOR 4-X4 
i~(65i®®® ~3:~5i®®® 
LOADED. Previous Rental. VIN# XWLJ48544 
VIN. #WY667738 
FREEWAY SUPERSTORE 
--- 1, • 1--237-8115 
SPORTS 
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Remembering Wilt Chamberlain 
1· 
J·•· . :'! ~ -!-'$. • r i.-::· ,, 
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1960-66, and led the league in 
rebounding 11 of his 14 seasons. 
"We truly lost one of the icons 
of professional basketball and, 
more importantly for myself, 
someone who I've known for 
almost 40 years," said a teary-
eyed West, now the Lakers vice 
president. 
Said Johnson: "Wilt w!s my 
idol, and definitely changed the 
game of basketball. As a kid, I 
loved watching h im play for 
Phi ladelphia." 
Chamberlain was such a force 
that the NBA changed some of 
its rules, including widening the 
lane to try to keep him - and his 
weird finger-roll shot with his 
back to the basket - farther away 
from the goal. 
His most famous record is the 
l 00 points he scored in the 
Philadelphia Warriors' 169-147 
defeat of the New York Knicks 
on March 2, 1962, in Hershey, 
Pa. 
" I spent 12 years in his 
armpits, and I always carried that 
100-point game on my 
shoulders," Darrall Imhoff, the 
former Knicks center, said 
Tuesday. 
" After I got my third foul, l 
said to one of the officials, Willy 
Smith, 'Why don't you just give 
him 100 points and we'll all go 
home?' Well, we did." 
West said, "That's one record 
that will never be broken, I can 
assure you." 
Chamberlain also holds the 
single-game record for rebounds, 
55, against Boston in 1960. 
He averaged 30. l points in his 
career, including a record 50.4 in 
the 1961-62 season with 
Philadelphia. He also was one of 
the most versatile big men ever, 
with an NBA-high 702 assists in 
1967-68. 
"I guess one year they told 
him he couldn't make as much· 
money as he wanted because he 
couldn't pass the ball, so he went 
_out .and led the league in assists," 
said Denver Nuggets coach Dan 
Issel, a former NBA player. 
Chamberlain, saying the behavior 
reinforced racist stereotypes. 
Ashe also didn 't believe 
Chamberlain's claim, concluding, 
"I felt more pity than sorrow for 
Wilt as his macho accounting 
backfired ,on him in the form of 
a wave of public criticism." 
Wilton Norman Chamberlain 
was born Aug. 21, 1936, in 
Philadelphia and didn 't play 
basketball until he was in seventh 
grade .. He grew 4 inches in three 
months when he was 15 and was 
6-11 when he entered 
Philadelphia's Overbrook High 
School. 
After leading Overbrook to 
three public school 
championships and two all-city 
titles, Chamberlain became one 
of the most recruited players ever 
~s more than 200 colleges 
expressed interest. 
He chose the University of 
Kansas and Hall of Fame coach 
Phog AJ!en . In his first game 
against the Kan sas varsity -
freshmen weren't allowed to 
compete against other teams then 
- he scored 50 points before a 
packed Allen Fieldhouse crowd 
of more than 15,000. 
The next year, Chamberlain 
scored 52 points against 
Northwestern in his first game, a 
total he never surpassed in 
college, partly because of zone 
defenses designed to keep him 
from getting the ball. 
As a sophomore, he led the 
1957 Jayhawks to the NCAA 
tournament finals, where Kansas 
lost to unbeaten North Carolina 
in triple overtime. 
Frustrated by the smothering 
zone defenses, Chamberlain left 
Kansas after his junior year and 
went barnstorming with the 
Globetrotters. · 
Chamberlain, extremely agile 
for his size, ran cross-country in 
high school and was an 
outstanding high jumper and 
shot-putter at Kansas. 
He remained active after his 
NBA career and was considered 
an outstanding volleyball player. 
He also tan in the Honolulu 
marathon in recent years. 
Basketball Great Chainberlain Dies 
Chamberlain led his team into 
the NBA playoffs 13 times, but 
won just two championships. 
The first came in 1966-67 with 
the Philadelphia 76ers, the 
second in 1971-72 with the 
Lakers, who won a record 33 
straight games. 
His teams lost in the finals four 
other times and were beaten in 
In January 1998, Chamberlain 
made his first official visit to 
Kansas since his college career 
ended 40 years earlier. His jersey 
was raised to the rafters of Allen 
Fieldhouse. 
"I've learned in life that_you 
have to take the bitter with' the 
sweet, and how sweet this is," 
Chamberlain said at the 
ceremony, obviously touched. 
fhe"B/ack Voice News 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
By KEN PETERS AP Sports 
Jiriter 
Wilt Chamberlain's 
~x traordinary basketball talent 
put him in the elite company of 
athletes like Babe Ruth, Jim 
Thorpe and Michael Jordan, 
whose fame transcended sport. 
" Obviously, he was both literally 
md figuratively a larger-than-life 
,ports figure of the 20th century," 
Atlanta Hawks president Stan 
Kasten said after Chamberlain, 
the mighty 7-foot- I " ~ilt the 
Stilt" who once scored I 00 points 
in a game and prompted the 
NBA to change its rules, died 
Tuesday at 63. 
President Clinton, speaking at 
a White House event, also called 
Chamberlain one of the century's 
greatest and said, " I hope you 
will ·have him and his family in 
your thoughts and prayers." 
Chamberlain was found dead 
in his bed at his Bel-Air home at 
about 12:30 p .m. PDT, police( 
said. There were signs he might 
have had a heart attack, 
authorities ·said. 
Chamberlain was hospitalized 
with an irregular heartbeat in 
1992, and his agent, Sy 
Goldberg, said the Hall of Farner 
was on medication. 
.. 
When he retired, he had more 
points and more rebounds than 
any NBA player, and he was 
remembered for epic battles 
against nemesis Bill Russell and 
the Boston Celtics. 
Chamberlain, 4 inches taller 
than Russell, often seemed to be 
viewed as the villain in his 
classic matchups against the 
Celtics' center. Former Lakers' 
teammate Jerry West said he 
once told Chamberlain, 
"Nobody roots for Goliath." Red· 
Auerbach, coach of those great 
Boston teams , admired 
Chamberlain. "Wi lt 
Chamberlain had a great deal to 
do with the success of the NBA," 
• _Auerbach said. " His 
dominance, power; demeanor and 
the rivalry with Bill Russell says 
it all." 
After Chamberlain retired in 
1973, he made news of a 
different sort, stirring 
controversy - and a litany of 
jokes - by claiming in his 1991 
biography that he had had sex 
with 20,000 women, averaging 
1.2 a day from the time he was 
15. 
His boast sparked wide 
reaction and became a sort of 
standard for extreme sexual 
activity. 
Magic Johnson, who revealed 
shortly after the book was 
published that he had contracted 
the virus t hat causes AIDs . 
Johnson commented, "I'm no 
Wilt Chamberlain, b ut as I 
traveled around NBA cities, I 
was never at a loss for female 
companionship." 
Chamberlain starred in the 
NBA from 1959 through 1973, 
when he played for the 
Phi ladelp hia (later the San 
Francisco) Warriors, 76ers and 
Lakers. 
He scored 31,419 points during 
his career, a record until Kareem 
Abdul-Jabbar broke it in 1984. 
Chamberlain, who never fouled 
out in 1,205 regular-season and the conference final six times. 
playoff games, holds the recora Russell and the Celtics almost 
for career rebounding with always seemed to be the stoppers 
23,924. for Chamberlain-led teams, 
"Wilt was one .of the greatest beating them twice in the 
ever, and we will never see championship series and five 
another one like him," Abdul- times in the conference finals . 
Jabbar said. Three times, a series was decided 
Chamberlain, who began his by a seventh game that Boston 
professional career with the won by either one or two points. 
Harlem Globetrotters in 1958, Those who don't follow 
was one of only two men to win basketball may remem ber 
the MVP and rookie of the year Chamberlain most for his sexual 
awards in the same season (1959- boasts. 
60). He was also MVP in 1966' , Before his death from AipS in 
through 1968. He led the NBA in 1993, Arthur Ashe criticized 
scori'ng seven straight seasons, promiscuous athletes like 
West knew that side of him. 
"He was a smart guy, he was 
well-read. He was an authority 
on everything. He had this 
bluster abou1 him"," West said. 
"And on the inside, he was a 
soft guy." 
Chamberlain is survived by 
sisters Barbara Lewis, Margaret 
Lane, Selina Gross and Yvonne 
Chamberlain, and brothers 
Wilbert and Oliver Chamberlain. 
Funeral services are pending. 
Han of Farner Began Professio~al Career with Globetrotters 
The Black Voice Ntws 
Wilt "The Stilt" Chamberlain, 
one of the most famous and 
dominant players in Harlem 
Globetrotter history, passed 
away at the age of 63. The 7-1 
center began his professional 
career in 1958 when the 
.Globetrotters signed him to one 
of the largest contracts in sports 
history. 
"We are all saddened and 
shocked to learn of Wilt's death. 
Our thoughts and prayers go out 
to his fami ly," said Mannie 
Jackson, owner and chairman of 
the Harlem Globetrotters, who 
was reached by te lephone in 
Sydney, Australia ·where the 
team is currently playing. "Just 
one year ago he was part of a 
group of retired Globetrotter 
players who attended Marques 
Haynes' enshrinement ceremony 
into the Hall of Fame. He was 
very proud of his Globetrotter 
backg_round and spoke fondly of 
the great memories." 
Chamberlain was often quoted 
that his time with the 
Globetrotters was the most 
enjoyable of his career. He was 
a member of the first-ever 
Harlem Globetrotter team to play 
in Moscow in 1959. The team 
enjoyed a sold out tour of the 
USSR and prior to the start of a 
game at Moscow's Lenin Central 
Stadium, the Globetrotters were 
greeted by General Secretary 
Nikita Khrushchev. One of 
Chamberlain's teammates with 
the Globetrotters is current head 
coach Charles "Tex" Harrison, 
who begins his 45th season with 
the Globetrotters in 1999-2000. 
Following his Globetrotter 
career, Chamberlain starred in 
the NBA from 1959 through 
1973, p laying for the 
P hiladelphia/San Francisco 
Warriors, the Philadelphia 76ers, 
and the Los Angeles Lakers. He 
scored 31,419 points during his 
• 
career, averaging 30.1 points per 
game. Chamberlain ~njoyed his 
finest season in 1962, averaging 
an NBA-record 50.4 points and 
25. 7 rebounds per game. 
Highlighting the year was his 
100-point effort against the New 
York Knicks on March 2, 1962. 
A standout at the University of 
Kansas, Chamberlain is one of 
five people with Harlem 
Globetrotter ties that have been 
induc ted into the Naismith 
Basketball Hall of Fame. The 
four others include William 
"Pop" Gates, Connie Hawkins, 
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Your Big Break Sets to Make New Superstars 
The Black Voice News 
BUENA VISTA 
Buena Vista Television's 
unique musical talent show 
"Your Big Break" debuted the 
week of September 20, 1999, 
expanding the highly successful 
international franchise into the 
domestic syndicated television 
arena. An extraordinary variety 
program with a game show 
twist, the one-hour weekly 
series produced by Dick Clark 
Productions , Inc. and 
ENDEMOL Entertainment for 
Buena Vista Television. 
"Your Big Break" showcases 
real people with real voices in a 
one-of-a-kind mix of karaoke, 
highly entertaining musical 
talent and sizzling competition. 
No lip synching here; these are 
truly talented amateurs, ordinary 
people with fantasies of stardom 
given the chance to fulfill their 
dreams. 
Actor/musician Christopher 
"Kid " Reid , best known as 
"Kid" of the platinum-selling 
rap duo KID-n-PLAY, will host 
the series, which is based on the 
long-running European show 
that is already an enormous hit 
in thirteen countries, including 
the United Kingdom, Germany, 
Spain and Italy. 
'"Your Big Break' is so 
entertaining and its format is so 
completely original to anything 
else on American television that 
viewers will be hooked," said 
Mort Marcus, President, Buena 
Vis ta Te levis ion . 'Taking an 
ordina ry person and 
transforming them into a 
superstar is a fantastic premise, 
and we're delighted to be 
bring ing the show to 
syndication." 
Dick Clark (left), joins host Christopher " Kid" Reid on the set of "Your Big Break." 
the superstar of their dreams• by 
professional make-up artists and 
costumers. 
"It's a franchise the likes of 
which I've rarely seen," added 
Dick Clark, Executive Producer. 
"Everybody thinks they might 
be a star, but this is their real 
Break," five talented amateurs 
are given the opportunity to 
portray their favorite singers and 
perform one of the ir. idol 's 
greatest hits in a performance on 
stage -- complete with back-up 
singers, dancers, li ghts and 
effects. Viewers first see each 
contestant in their everyday life 
and then are re-introduced after 
After watching all of the 
contestants , a live i;tudio 
audience votes for their favori te 
entertainer, using a spec ia l 
electronic keypad system that 
provides instanta neou s 
tabulation of the results, whi~h. 
chance." they 've been transformed into are announced prior to the close 
On each episode of "Your Big 
LEGALS CONTINUED 
George F. Dickerman 
3879 Brockton Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 788-2156 
Bar ~umber: 119694 
Attorney for Plaintiff, VIO-
(Aviso a Acussdo) 
ARDITH MATILDA JAMES; 
EARL ALLEN JAMES; and 
DOES 1 to 5, inclusive. 
YOU ARE BEING SUED BY 
PLAINTIFF: (A Ud. le esta' 
demandando) 
VIOLETMAE HANSEN 
may call an attorney referral 
service or a legal aid office 
(listed in the phone book.) 
inmediatamente. Si no con-
coce a un abogado, puede 
llama, a un servicio de reter-
encia de abogados o a una 
oficina de ayuda legal (vea 
el directorio telefonico). 
' 
Desputes' de que le 
entreguen esta citacion judi• 
cial usted tiene un plaza de 
3 0 DIAS CALENDAR/OS 
para· presentar una respues-
ta escrita a maquina en esta 
carte. 
The name and address of 
the court is: (El nombre y 
direccion de la carte es) 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALI~ 
LET MAE HANSEN You have 30 CALENDAR 
DAYS after this summons is 
SUPERIOR COURT OF served on you to file a type-
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF written response at this Una carta o una 1/amada FORNIA 
RIVER~IDE CENTRAL DIS- court. telefonica no le ofrecera pro- 4050 Main Street 
TRICT 
VIOLET MAE HANSEN, 
Plaintiff, vs ARDITH MATIL-
DA JAMES; EARL ALLEN 
A letter or phone call will not 
protect you; your typewritten 
response must be in proper 
legal form if you want the 
JAMES; and DOES 1 to 5, court to hear your case. 
inclusive, Defendants 
teccion; su respuesta escrita 
a maquina tiene que cumplir 
con las formalidades legates 
apropiadas si usted quiere 
que la corte escuche su 
caso. 
Case No. 328695 If you do not f ile your Si usted no presents su 
Reservation of Right to response on time, you may respuesta a tiempo, puede 
seek punitive damages on lose the case , and your perder el caso, y le pueden 
default judgment [CCP wages, money and proi,erty quitar su salario, su dinero y 
Section 425.115) may be take'1 without further otras cosas de su propiedad 
warning fr .,m the court. sin aviso adiciona/ por parte 
de la carte. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
CASE #328695 
The name, address, and 
telephone number of plain-
tiff's attorney, or plaintiff with-
out an attorney is: El nom-
bre, fa direccion y el numero 
de telefono de/ abogado de/ 
demandante, o def deman-
dante que no tiene abogado, 
es) 
GEORGE F. DICKERMAN, 
Esq. 
3879 Brockton Avenue NOTICE TO: ARDITH 
MATILDA JAMES; EARL 
ALLEN JAMES 
There are other legal require- Riverside, CA 92501 
ments. You may want to call Existen otros requisitos (909) 788-2156 
an attorney right away. If you legales. Puede que usted Dated: June 8, 1999 
Plaintiff, VIOLET MAE do not know an attorney, you quiera llama, a un abogado Clerk: K. Nee, Deputy 
HANSEN, reserves the right p 9123,9130, 10/7, 10114 
to seek T hree Hundred --------, - ------- --- ------___;-- -----! 
Thousand Dollars 
($300,000.00) in punitive 
damages against ARDITH 
MATILDA JAMES and 
Three Hundred Thousand 
l;>ollars ($300,000.00) in 
punitive damages against 
EARL ALLEN JAMES, 
when Violet Mae Hansen 
seeks a judgment in this 
suit filed against you. 
DATED: September 17, 
1999 - LAW OFFICE OF 
GEORGE F. DICKERMAN, 
Attorney for Violet Mae 
Hansen, Plaintiff. 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: 
NOTICE OF REQUESTFORPROPOSAUQUOTATION 
Notice Is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the SoUth Coaet Air QualHy Management District, 21865 E. 
Copley Drive, Olamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following: 
IJlUjg. mi. 11111111['1 !.IIIIIICID!ll i.111110111:111!1 CADUl'1 .e.cmo 
RFP #9596-23 Rule 2202-0 n-Road Motor Vehicle 12/2/99 1/14/00 Connie Day 
Mitigation Options Air Quality 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. (909) 396-3055 
Investment Program 
RFP #9900-08 Provide Systems Development, MANDATORY 11/19/99 Ora McEwen 
Maintenance & Support Services 10/27/99 5:00p.m. (909) 396-2897 
RFP #9900-09 Selection of OualWied Consu~ nts to 10/27/99 11/19/99 SteveSmtth 
Assist Staff in Preparing CEO 9:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. (909) 396-3054 
Documents 
PERSONS ATTENDING T HE BIDDERS' CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY CALLING THE 
CONTACT PERSON. BIDS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM ANYONE NOT ATTENDING THE MANDATORY BIODERS' 
CONFERENCE. 
The RFPs/RFQs may be obtained through the In-et: 
hrtp:/lwww.aqmd.gov/rfp 
If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFPs/RFQs mailed to you, telephone the CO?lact person. 
It is the policy of the AOMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses, women-owned'businesses, 
disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair and equttable opportunity to compete for and participate in 
AOMD contracts. 
Leticia De La 0, Purchasing Supervisor p.10/14, 10/2t 
CNS 1746152 
• 
of the show by Reid. The ENDEMOL Entertainment for along with ENDEMOL's Marc 
w inner of each episode Buena Vista Television. Dick Jansen. Larry Klein and 'RAC 
wins a spot in the show's Clark will executive produce, Clark serve as producers. 
semi-finals, competing 
Advertisement 
with other semi-finalists 
for the opportunity to 
move on to the finals , 
where the grand prize 
winner is selected. The 
first season grand prize 
winner will walk away 
with a $25,000 cash prize, 
plus a recording contract 
with the guaranteed 
release of a single. In 
addition, the grand prize 
winner will be flown to 
Europe to compete against 
contestants from around 
the world in the 
international finals. 
Ordinary people who 
have appeared on the show 
in Europe have gone on to 
achieve extraordinary 
career success. In 
Holland, one former 
contestant has become the 
country's most famous 
singer, while another has 
earned more than 25 gold 
and platinum records . 
Also in Holland, after 
singer Des ' Ray appeared 
on the show, she joined 
rap/house band · "Two 
Brothers on the Fourth 
Floor" and has launched 
15 mega hits. Another 
vocalist who performed on 
the show as Mariah Carey 
went on to w in the 
Swedish Grammy Award 
for Best Pop Song. 
"Your Big Break" will be 
produced by Dick Clark 
Produc tions, In c., and 
Supervising Child Support Officer 
$2680 - $3422/mo + benefits 
Deadline: 5pm, 10/26/99 
The Child Support Division of the District Attorney's Office is recruiting for 
Supervising Child Support Officers who supervise Child Support Officers & a 
clerical staff. REOS: Ed: 30 sem/45 qtr units completed college coursework or 
satisfy requirements of a vocational certificate in a business office related 
program, AND Exp: 3 yrs exp in establishing/enforcirig child support obligations 
as a Child Support Officer or equivalent in a CA county child support program or 
the state child support program. Sub: Additional yrs of exp may sub. for req'd 
ed, on the basis of one yr. qualifying exp. for 15 sem/23 qtr. units. For detailed 
announcement & application, contact: 
San Bernardino County HR 
157 W. 5th St., 1st Floor 




89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373 ... (909) 792-0721 
a broadcast service from the University of Redlands 
Daz Patterson 
A comedy stage play written and directed by Daz Patterson -
Starring 
Ajai Robinson, Ernest Carter, Judy Arnold, 




780 N "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 384-5415 
November 6, 1999 @ 8:00 p.m. 
November 7, 1999 @ 4:00 p.m. 
For tickets call (909) 874-3411 
GrQup sales (909) 874-3229 
or 
(909) 889-4544 
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New Artistic Alliance Formed at Pasadena Playhouse 
The Black Vuice News <. 
PASADENA 
Sheldon Epps, Artistic Director of the 
Pasadena Playhouse, and Rudi Klausnitzer, 
General Director of the Theater of Vienna, 
announced today the formation of a new artistic 
alliance to establish an ongoing relationship 
between these two acclaimed theatrical 
institutions. The newly formed alliance is being 
created to provide for the development, 
production and potential exchange of musicals 
and plays with an eventual goal of exchanging 
and/or developing one or more shows annually. 
The partnership will also allow for an exchange 
of staff members from each theatre to observe 
the operations and production techniques of the 
partnering organization. Orange County-based 
Cornerstone Entertainment International, Inc. 
will serve as coordinating associate producer 
between the Pasadena Playhouse and Theater of 
Vienna. 
Epps remarked, "Our theatres have chosen to 
establish an ongoing creative partnership 
because both are strongly committed to the 
discovery and development of new works. This 
relationship is important, not only for local 
audiences, but also for national theatregoers as 
it will' make the Pasadena Playhouse the 
primary American theater to premiere these 
jointly-developed musicals and plays. Rucji and 
I are both very excited about the future 
possibilities for our theatres and we are honored 
to be the theater selected for this collaboration .. 
There are currently three works currently 
under consideration for exchange and/or joint 
development: 
. Photo by David A. Tucker II 
Sheldon Epps, Artistic Director of the Pasadena Playhouse, and Rudi Klausnitzer, General Director of 
the Theater of Vienna, shown standing in front of the Pasadena Playhouse, State Theatre of California. 
• Play On! which recently played to sold-out 
houses at the Pasadena Playhouse and is 
currently being performed at the Arizona 
Theatre Company. 
works. This transcontinental artistic alliance 
will provide unique opportunities for both 
European and American audiences to 
experience the excitement of new musicals and 
dramatic works. 
The Pasadena Playhouse founded by . Gilmor 
Brown in 1917 and housed in its present 
building since 19:2.4, the Pasadena Playhouse 
has made an indelible mark on American 
theater. During its first four decades, the non-
profit Pasadena Playhouse produced hundreds 
of plays, presented 477 world premiers and was 
the first American theater to present all 37 of 
Shakespeare's plays. The theatre hosts a year-
round season of six plays, with over 300 
performances given annually. Since its 1986 
rebirth , over I 00 productions, including 27 
world and 26 West Coast premiers, have been 
staged. The Pasadena Playhouse has received 
nine N .A .A .C.P. Theatre Awards , two LA 
Oviation Awards and over 100 Drama-Logue 
Awards. Officially designated as the State 
Theatre of California and listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places , this nationally 
recognized institution remains an important 
artistic and economic force in Southern 
• A potential revival of Hair, the 1960s rock 
musical by Gerome Ragni, James Rado and 
Galt MacDemmot. 
The Theatre of Vienna is celebrating its 200th 
anniversary in 200 I, this historic theatre has 
staged such important premieres as Beethoven's 
Fidelio in 1805, many of Offenbach's operettas, 
the premiere of Fledermaus in 1874 and The 
Merry Widow in 1905. Since 1966; over thirty 
well known musicals such as Pippin, Zorba, 
Evita, Cats, Les Miserables, The Phantom of the 
Opera and most recently Beauty and the Beast 
have had their European premieres at the 
Theatre of Vienna The Theater of Vienna also 
produced the world premieres of Freudiana in 
1990 and the 1992 production of Elisabeth, one 
of the most popular German-language musicals. 
In _ 1993, Rudi Klausnitzer began serving as 
general director of the Vereinigten Buehnen 
Wien (United Stages Vienna) which operate~ 
the Theatre of Vienna (unofficially known as 
the State Theatre of Vienna) as well as the 
Raimund Theater and Etablisscment Ronacher. 
• The Golden Bullet, a new musical based on 
F~ed Morton's book, "Nervous Splendor" with 
the possibility of music by award-winning 
composer Michel Legrand being discussed. 
On a recent visit to the Pasadena Playhouse to 
view Play On! , Klausnitzer stated, "I am very 
impressed by the works of the Pasadena 
Playhouse. As we are both non-profit 
organizations operating historic theaters, a 
transatlantic alliance with the influence of two 
different cultures can crea~e a challenging 
artistic ambiance. For us, it is also a great 
opportunity to make our first step into the 
American market." 
California with its commitment to produce 
exciting and challenging works well into the 
next millennium. 
The Pasadena Playhouse and the Theater of 
Vienna represent two theatrical institutions with 




Octob~r 16, 8:30 am to 2 pm , 
Latina Women's Health Forum at 
Riverside County Office of 
Education Conference Center, 
3939 Thirteenth Street, Riverside. 
Keynote speaker is Dr. America 
Bracho, Exe~utive Director of 
Latino Health Access. For more 
information, call (909) 788-6642. 
October 16, California African 
American Museum presents 
Rhythms of the Soul: African 
Instruments in the Diaspora, part of 
. Citywide Celebration of African 
Musical Arts. California African 
American Museum is located at 
600 State Drive, Exposition Park, 
Los Angeles. For more information 
or directions, call (213) 744-7432. 
October 16 & 17, 10:30 am, 1 :00 
pm , and 3 :30 pm, The Orange 
Empire Railway Museum will 
launch their new Pumpkin Train. 
>Visitors will have a choice of three 
trains daily for a 20-minute train 
ride to the Pumpkin Patch in Perris 
to choose their pumpkin . The 
Pumpkin Train roundtrip (and all-
day pass) is $10.00 for adults and 
$7.00 for children 5 to 11 ; free for 
kids under five . Reservations are 
required, call (909) 943-3020. 
October 17, 3:00 pm, Dr. Daniel 
Lewis from the History Department 
of Cal Poly Pomona will bring to life 
Charles Fletcher Lummis in a 
Chautauqua performance 
presented by the Friends of the 
Public Library. Donations are 
Members of Friends of the Library 
$7.50 and non-members $10.00. 
The event will be held at th e 
California Citrus State Historic 
0 ark , 3400 Dufferin Avenue , 
Riverside. For more information, 
contact (909) 684-5804. 
October 19, 10:00 am , San 
Bernardino County Department of 
Aging and Adult Services, Adult 
Protective Services and the San 
Bernardino County Sheriff 's 
:::>epartment have reached an 
agreement which will facilitate 
cross-reporting between the two 
departments for a quicker response 
to known or suspected Elder and 
Dependent Adult abuse cases. For 
more information, contact (909) 
891-3900. 
October 23, 10 am to 6 pm, Back 
to School Peace Parade and 
Festival, will ·kick off the family fun-
filled day with BET's Comic View 
comedian Shang Forbes at Rancho 
Cienega Park, 5001 Rodeo Road , 
Los Angeles. For more 
information, call (323) 290-9283. 
October 28, 11 :OO am, St. 
Bernardine Medical Center will hold 
a free educational seminar focusing 
on back·, hip and knee pain. The 
seminar will be held at the Jessie 
Turner Community Center; located 
at 6396 Citrus Avenue, Fontana. 
This class is tree . For more 
information or to register call toll 
free 1-877-CHW-DOCS. 
October 31, Ms. Smiths' X -
cessories N Things and the Bader 
Production will present the 12th 
Annual Fashion Dinner 
Extravaganza at the Beautiful and 
Historic Landmark Ebell Club 
House, 585 E. Hold Ave., Pomona. 
For more information, call (909) 
865-0812 or Felicia at (909) 682-
6070. 
March 29 - April 2, 2000, The 7th 
Annual Cowboy Poetry and Music 
Festival at Historic Melody Ranch™ 
Motion Picture Studio Enjoy the 
magic of the Old West with 
performances by Michael Martin 
Murphey, the Bob Wills' Texas 
Playboys, Red Steagall , Joni 
Harms and more. For Festival 
information and ticket information , 
call toll free (800) 305-0755. 
Classes 
Meditation, the Sacred Journey, 
facilitator Na'lmah D. Powell, M.D., 
RScP. For pre-registration contact 
Myra Allen (909) 789-1738. 
Dispute Resolution, The Dispute 
Resolution Center, is currently 
seeking community members to 
train as volunteer mediators. 
Qualified volunteers who commit to 
the progriim will receive 32 hours of 
training to become certified 
mediators. There is no cost for the 
certification . The fee for the 
mediation training class is $150.00. 
Classes are scheduled Tuesday 
and Thursday from 6-9:10 p.m. For 
more information, call (909) 955-
4903. 
Literacy Program, · the Riverside 
Public Library Literacy Program has 
a new component to their literacy 
services. This new project is called 
READ UP and is designed for 
children ages 7-12 who are having 
trouble in school with reading and 
need some extra help. Workshops 
will be October 19, 21, and 23 from 
6 p .m . to 9 p.m. To reserve a 
space or for more information, call 
Sharon Clements at the public 
librarv. (909) 688-9302. 
Tours & Cruises 
FABULOUS FOLLIES in PALM SPRINGS 
Saturday, November 20. Annual Saturday fun night. Show stars 
Julius LaRosa w/song & dance troupe. Leaves @ 4:15 $49 
ROCKETTES 
Wednesday, December 15. From Radio City, N.Y. to L.A. Holiday 
show a sellout in '98. Matinee Leaves @ 12:30 $65 
ROSE PARADE 2000 
Saturday, January 1. Start the new century off right! Includes 
grandstand seats & transportation. Leaves @ 6 a.m. $85 
CHINA Yangtze River Super Bargain Tour Oct/Noy. 
Amazing 18 days with cruise and tours of many cities + Hong 
Kong overnight. Total w/United Air $2,950 
TAHITVHAWAII CRUISE 13 days Oct. 6-18 
Join our group aboard the "Regal Princess." Great ship w/exotic 
ports. Bora Bora, Papeete, etc. Ins. cabin. $1,142 
Tours Of The Town, Inc. 
P. 0. BOX 7835, RIVERSIDE, CA 92513 
(909) 351-8687 
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Search Continues 
Continued from Front Page 
robbery. When Deputy Thach 
arrived, he was ambushed and shot 
in the back. A victim was located 
inside of the home. Her identity 
and location are being withheld 
for her protection. 
Deputy Eric Andrew Thach was 
34 years of age and had been 
employed wi th the Riverside 
County Sheriffs Department since 
September 30, 1996. He was 
assigned to the Southwest 
Detention Center until January o 
this year, when he was transferred 
to the Jurupa Valley Station Patrol 
Division. 
Deputy Thach worked the areas 
of Pedley a'.nd Glen Avon. He was 
married. A photograph of Deputy 
Thach is not being released at this 
time at the request of his family. 
The men and women of the 
Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department are devastated at the 
loss of their fallen officer. Our 
prayers are with his fami ly. 
Deputy Eric Thach died protecting 
the lives of the citizens of 
Riverside County. His presence in 
our family can' never be replaced. 
The Riverside County Coroner's 
Office released the name . of the 
deceased suspect. The suspect has 
been identified as Pedro Olmedo 
Meza, 02-23-82, 17 years of age, 
from Mira Loma. Pedro Meza is 
the grandson of the victim, who 
was babysitting at the home when 
the robbery occurred. The victim's 
name, condition and location are · 
not being released, to do so could 
jeopardize her safety. A 
photograph is not available of 
Pedro Meza. 
Investigators are continuing to 
interview people and process 
evidence. They have been working 
around the clock to identify the 
two outstanding suspects. They 
are described and male Hispanics 
15-25 years of age. Anyone with 
information concerning the 
identity of these two suspects, or 
who may have known who Pedro 
Meza associated with, are asked to 
call the Riverside County Sheriffs 
Department at (909) 955-2650 or 
(909) 955-2444. 
The Temptations 
Saturday, November 6 at 8 p.m. 
Performing Many Of Their Legenda.ry Hits: 
Papa Was A Rollin Stone 
Ain't Too Proud To Beg 
Just My Imagination 
' My Girl 
Ticket Prices: $40 VIP Platinum 
$ 30 VIP Gold and $20 General Admission 
For More Information Call: (760) 342-5000 Ext. 3091 
i(tliiS 
104.7fm 
I-JO at Golf Center Pkwy. • 84-245 Indio Springs Drive • Indio, G192203 
Fantasy Spmgs Gamo ,-serves ltMt ngN IO c:helnge, rnodily or ca,nc,ei !his Pfornollon 11 any tme withou prior nota 
( 
L E GA L S / C LA s s I F IE D S EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNmES FOR YOUTH- The Pal Center of aan Bndo is offering employment for low-, come youth, ages 18 to 21 year olds, who reside in San Bndo Cnty. The youth will be paid $5.75 per hour. For further information call Jacqueline White at (909) 887-7002, ext. 126. 
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LEGALS 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SCHRECENGOST DEVELOP-
MENT COMPANY 
5094 Vail Way 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Sandi Rodriguez-Schrecengost 
5094 Vail Way 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Ron R. Schrecengost, Jr. 
5094 Vail Way 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
This business is conducted by 
Co-Partners. 
Registrant ,has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
s/ .. Sandi Rodriguez-Schrecen-
gost 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
paymen on an a pe or-
mance bond, each in an 
amount equal to 100% of the 
total contract amount, shall be 
required concurrently w i th 
execution of the contract and 
shall be in the form set forth in 
these Co,ntract Documents. 
egIs ran commence o rans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
4/19/99. 
s/ .. Rosanita Baird 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
ccmmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) • 
•Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 9/24/99. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
ccrrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in rrPf office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996706 
p.10/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28 
The following ·person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MR.JUMPER 
2107 Mammoth Ln 
Corona Hills, CA 92879 
Juan R. Casillas (Roberto) 
2107 Mammoth Ln · 
Corona Hills, CA 92879 
Site Improvements 
Thermal II Apartments 
Polk Street 
Thermal, CA 
B. Bids will be publicly opened 
and read aloud at the time and 
place indicated above and bidders 
are invited to be present. 
SCOPE QF WORK 
Installation of rear patio fencing 
for 25 units; installation of play-
ground and sidewalk. 
SECURING CONTRACT DOCU-
M.EffiS 
Bidders may examine the contract 
documents at the Housing Author-
ity of the County of Riverside 
(Owner), 5555 Arlington Avenue, 
Riverside, California between the 
hours of 8:00 A.M .• and 5:00 P.M., 
Monday through Friday, or they 
may obtain copies from the 
Owner for the non-refundable cost 
of $25.00 per set. The Owner will 
mail copies of the construction 
&p code) · 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 8/24/99 
I hereby certify that th is copy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on Ille in my office. 
The City reserves the right to 
reject any and all bids and 
waive any formality in the bid-
ding. All contractors will be 
r.equlred to comply with all 
applicable Equal Opportunity 
laws and regulations. The 
City hereby notifies all bidders 
that it will affirmatively ensure 
that, in regard to this adver-
tisement, minority business 
enterprises will be attorded 
full opportunity to submit bids 
in response to this Invitation 
and will not be discriminated 
against on the grounds of 
race, color, or nation.al origin 
in consideration for an award. 
Moreover, the City will not dis-
criminate against any person 
or firm interested in providing 
goods or services to the City 
on the basis of race, color, 
religion, sex, marital status, 
national origin, age, veterans 
status or handicap. 
Isabel NMN Casillas 
2107 Mammoth Ln 
Corona Hills, CA 92879 
I ' 
.. 
, documents for an additional 
$10.00 per set plus postage, or 
will send by Federal Express or 
other overnight shipper for an 
additional $25.00 per set plus oost 
of shipping. This business is oonducted by Individuals, Husband and Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 995868 
p. 9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30 
republished 
10/14, 10/21, 10128, 1114 All Bidders will be required to 
""T,,_.h-e...,fo-1""10-w..,i-ng_p_e-rs_o_n_(s_)_i_s_(_a_re_)_, hold their original bid prices, 
doing business as: without change, for a period of 
s/ .. J. Roberto Casillas 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself .authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business· 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS forty-five (45) days from the 
15631 Half Mood Drive date bids are opened, except . 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 to the extent relief is available 
John Edward Seepe, Ill . pursuant to Public Contract 
15631 Half Moon Drive Code, Section 5100 et. seq. 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/29/99. 
Lake Elsinore, CA.92530 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act bus;ness under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on, ____ _ 
s/ .. John E. Seepe, Ill 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal , state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 10/05/99 
I hereby certify that this ccpy is a 
correct oopy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996959 
p.•10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4 
NOTICE INVITING SEALED 
PROPOSALS (BIDS) 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The CITY OF PERRIS will 
· receive sealed bids in the 
office of the City Clerk, 101 
North "D" Street, Perris, CA 
92570, until 2:00· p .m . on 
November 15, 1999 for CITY 
OF PERRIS NUEVO ROAD 
REHABILITATION AND 
ALLEY IMPROVEMENTS in 
the City of Perris, consisting 
of furnishing all labor, techni-
cal and professional services, 
supervision, materials and 
equipment, and performing all 
operations necessary and 
required in conformity with the 
requirements in the specifica-
tions and plans. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional information for bid-
ders· may be examined at the 
following locations: 
City Engineer 
170 Wilkerson, Suite A 
Perris, CA 92572 · 
McGraw Hill Dodge 
202 E. Airport Dr. 
, San Bernardino, CA 92408 
F. W. Dodge 
7.7734 Country Club Dr. 
, : Palm Desert, CA 92211-0455 , 
Black Voice News 
3585 Main St., Suite 201 
Riverside, CA 92502 
. City Clerk 
101 N. 'D' Street 
Perris, CA 92572 
The successful bidder will 
have 45 calendar days from 
Notice to Proceed to fully 
complete all work. 
Copies of the Contract Docu-
ments may be obtained· at the 
office of the City Cler~. 101 
North 'D' Street, Perris, CA 
92572. There will be a $30.00 
non-refundable payment for 
each set, and an additional 
charge of five ($5) dollars to · 
cover wrapping, handling, and 
the cost of postage for each 
set of Contract Documents 
mailed. All requests for the 
Contract Documents must be 
accompanied by check or 
money order. Check should 
be made payable to the CITY 
OF PERRIS, herein called the 
"Ag_ency". 
This project is Federally 
financed by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban 
Development (24 CFR. art 57) 
and subject to certain require-
ments including payment of 
Federal prevailing wages, 
compliance with "Section 3" 
Affirmative Action Require-
ments, Executive Order 
#11246 and others. The· 
aforementioned are described 
in the "Special Federal Provi-
• sion" section of the bid docu-
ment. Adcjitional Information 
pertaining _to the Federal 
requirements is on file with 
Jhe County of Riverside's Eco-
nomic Development Agency. 
If the Contract cannot be 
awarded within this forty-five 
(45) day period for any rea-
son, the time to award may be 
extended by mutual agree-
ment between the Agency 
and each bidder. Bidders 
electing not to extend their 
original bids more than forty-
five (45) days following a 
request for extension by the 
Agency shall be• treated as 
withdrawing their bid and will 
not be considered in the final 
award. The bidder may with-
draw his bid without further 
liability on the part of either 
party. 
- This is a Federal assisted 
project and Davis-Bacon Fair 
Labor Standards Act will be 
enforced . The applicable 
Wage Determination for said 
project is the one published 
10-days prior to bid opening. 
Whenever there is State fund-
ing involved, the highest of 
the two (State and Federal) 
wage decision prevails. 
- Federal Labor Standards 
Provision 4010 of the U.S. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Devel_opment Is incor-
porated into this contract and 
attached. 
- All contractors shall be veri-
fied for eligibility through the 
current HUD List of Debarred, 
Suspended, or Ineligible Par-
ticipants , and the General 
Services Administration's 
Consolidated List of 
Debarred, Suspended , and 
Ineligible Contractors prior to 
being authorized to participate 
on this project. 
- Any sub-tier Contract(s) 
resulting from this contract 
must contain the same con-
tractural language as the orig-
inal contract. 
Pursuant to Section 1773 of 
the Labor Code, the General 
Prevailing rates of wages 
have been determined and 
those are listed in the Califor-
nia Department of Transporta-
tion publication General Pre-
vailing Wage Rates, effective 
on the date of this notice. 
p. 10/14 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
LIFESTYLE FURNITURE 
2246 Griffin Wy. 
Corona, CA 91719 
Brian Van Law 
133 S. Majorca Pl. 
Placentia, CA 92870 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. 
Registrant tias not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
aboves/ Brian V. Law 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original stale· 
ment on file in rrPf office. 
GARY L._ ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996794 
p.1017, 10/14, 10/21, 10128 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
INSPECTION SOLUTIONS 
26931 Si. Kitts Ct. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Russell Edward Lane 
26931 St. Kitts Ct. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above. 
sl .. Russell E. Lane 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/22/9. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE-NO. 996611 
p. 10/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
HAIRWORLD 
31-120 Date Palm Drive 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
Anthony Raheen Randolph 
31-120 Date Palm Drive 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
Lakesha Mackabee Randolph 
31 -120 Date Palm Drive 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
This business is conducted by 
Partners. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above sf Anthony Raheen Ran-
dolph.sf.Lakesha Mackabee Ran-
dolph . 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&pcode) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 8/27/99. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
cprrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in rrPf office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 991763 
p9/23, 19130, 1017. 10/14 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
E_ & D P,ROPERTIES 
10811 Cleveland Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Edwin NMN Williams, Jr. 
10811 Cleveland Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Donald R. Ford (Ray) 
17272 Fern Street 
Fontana, CA 92336 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use In This business is conducted by 
this state of a fictitious business a General Partnership. 
name in violation of the rights of Registrant has not yet begun to 
another under federal , state, or transact business under the ficti-
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b · tious business name(s) listed 
above s/ Edwin NMN Williams, Jr. 
&p code) The filing of this statement does 
State,:rent filed with lhe Ch.mty of not of itself authorize the use in 
Riverside on 8126199 this state of a fictitious business 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
oorrect copy of the original stale· name in violation of the rights of 
ment on file in my office. another under federal, state, or 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk common law (sec. 1440 et. seq .. b 
FILE NO. 996843 &p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
___ .:...p_. l_Ol7_,_lOl_ l 4....:•_1_0l2.......:1•.:...1_ol2_B_I Riverside on 10/4/99. 
The following person(s) is (are) I hereby certify that this copy is a 
doing business as: oorrect copy of the original state-
HOMES R US REALTY ment on file In rrPf cffice. 
22658 Springmist Dr. GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 FILE NO. 996916 
Rosanita NMN Baird p. l0/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28 
22658 Springmist Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Bert NMN Thompson 
22658 Springmist Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Steven Lyle Taylor 
1331 Hesperia Rd. Unit D 
Hesperia, CA 
This business is ccnducted by 
Co-partners. 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
RECEIPT OF BIPS 
A. Sealed Bids will be received 
only at the Housing Authority of 
the County of Riverside (Owner), 
5555 Arlington Avenue, Riverside, 
California 92504-2506, (9909) 
351-0756, until 2:00 p.n'l ., on 
November 04, 1999, for the work 
entitled: 
CONTRACT TIME 
• The contract time is hereby estab-
lished at Sixty (60) calendar days. 
The contract time shall be con-
secutive calendar days from the 
date of receipt of the Notice to 
Proceed. 
UOUJDATED DAMAGES 
The fixed liquidated damages 
amount is hereby established as 
two hundred dollars ($100.00) for 
each calendar day of unautho-
rized delay in completion of the 
work. ' 
Bidders must comply with and· 
agree to all instructions and 
requirements in this notice and in 
the instructions, including post· 
bidding procedures. 
A. All bids must be submitted on 
the prescribed form wi th the 
bound Contract Documents. 
B. Each bid must be accompa-
nied by cash, a certi fied or 
cashier's check, bank draft, gov-
ernment bond or bid bond on the 
attached form from an admitted 
surety in an amount equal to ten 
percent (1 O¾) of the total amount 
of the bid, including the aggregate 
of all separate bid items and 
schedules covered by the bid. 
C. Requests for approval of pro-
posed substitutes and equals 
shall be submitted to the Owner· 
not later than the seventh (7th) 
day preceding the date set for the 
receipt of bids. 
D. Requests for Interpretation of 
the Construction Documents shall 
be submitted to the Owner not 
later than the seventh (7th) day 
preceding the date set for the 
receipt of bids. 
E. No addendum will be issued to 
bidders alter the second day pre-
ceding the date set for the receipt 
of bids. 
F. No bid or security may be with-
drawn for ninety (90) calendar 
days after the date bids are 
received. 
G. The successful bidder shall 
execute the Contract Agreement 
within ten (10) calendar days after 
the date of the Notice of Award. 
H. The successful bidder shall 
furnish a Performance Bond and 
a Payment Bond, each in an 
amount equal to the Contract 
Price before execution of the Con-
tract Agreement. 
, I. The successful bidder shall fur-
nish insurance in accordance with 
the Contract Documents before 
execution of the Contract Agree-
ment. 
J . The Owner may withhold 
issuance of the Notice to Proceed 
for a period not to exceed ninety 
(90) days after the Contract 
Agreement is executed. 
K. The Contractor shall start the 
work-within ten (10) days after the 
date of the Notice to Proceed. 
L. Security substi tutions for 
monies withheld to insure the con-
tractor's performance. 
In accordance with Section 22300 
of the State of California Public 
Contract Code, the Contractor at 
his request and expense will be 
permitted to substitute equivalent 
securities for any monies withheld 
to insure performance. 
M. The Contractor shall possess 
a Class B-1 license or equivalent 
at the time-of the award of con-
tract. 
N. Davis-Bacon wage rates 
apply. 
0 . The Owner reserves the right 
to reject any and all proposals. 
PRE-BID CONFERENCE 
A pre-bid conference and site visit 
with representatives of prospec-
tive bidders will be held at 10:00 
a.m. at the Housing Authority on 
October 18, 1999. Prospective 
bidders are invited to present any 
relevant questions at the pre-bid 
confe re nee but in so far as is 
practicable, questions should be 
prepared in written form and 
mailed ,to the Owner so as to 
arrive not later than three (3) days 
prior to the pre-bid conference . 
p.10/14 




e ,a O m I C 00 IS r 
is requesting Statement of Qualifi-
cations from firms/individuals for 
construction management ser• 
vices for: 
Category 'A' - A new middle 
school 
Category 'B' - A new elementary 
school 
Category ·c· - Various renovation 
projects throughout the District. 
Submitting firms /individuals must 
declare in an attached cover let-
ter, which category of projects the 
SQQ will address. 
Submitting firms/individuals must 
have a minimum of five years 
experience performing constru·c-
tion management of California 
public schools using the multiple 
prime oontractor delivery method. 
In addition, the submitting 
firm/indivlduals must possess the 
following criteria: 
1. A working knowledge of the 
funding policies and procedures 
for the Office of Public School 
Construction (OPSC). 
2. Active first-hand experience in 
critical path scheduling. 
3. First-hand experience in the 
compilation of bid documents 
under the Public Contract Code 
with a working knowledge of oon-
struction claims and litigation. 
4. Must possess a current Cali-
fornia contractors 'B' license; the 
license must be in good standing. 
5 . Preference will be given to 
firms/individuals that are head-
quartered within a 30-mile radius 
of the City of Rialto and are an 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
6 . Current list of references 
Including oontact person and tele-
phone number is required. 
Submitting firms/individuals must 
be able to comply with the State 
of California Disabled Veteran 
Business Enterprise (DVBE), 
guidelines as established by the 
State Allocation Board (SAB). If 
you do not knew how to reach the 
. OPSC's web site to obtain the lat• 
est DVBE forms, you may contact 
Jerry Vicent at (909) 820-7700, 
Ext. 282 to receive a malled copy. 
Please submit five copies of the 
Statement of Qualifications to: 
Jerry Vicent 
Director of Facilities Planning 
Rialto Unified School District 
182 E. Walnut Avenue 
Rialto, CA 92376 
The deadline for submitting the 
Statement of Qualifications is 2:00 
P.M., Friday, October 29, 1999. 
REQUEST FOR STATEMENT OF 
QUAl.,,IFICATIONS FOR ARCHI-
TECTURAL SERVICES 
The Rialto Unified School District 
is requesting Statement of Quallfi• 
cations (SOO), for architectural 
services for: 
Category 'A' · A new middle 
school 
Category 'B' - A new elementary 
school 
Category 'C' - Various renovation 
projects throughout the District. 
As a minimum qualification, sub-
mitting firms must have completed 
in the last five years, the oonstruc-
tion phase of the appropriate-cat-
egory depending on how the SQQ 
is structured: 
A. Two oomprehensive California 
public middle schools 
B. Two oomprehensive California 
public elementary schools 
C . Five California State Funded 
renovation/modernization pro-
jects. 
Submitting firms must declare in 
an attached cover le tter, which 
category of projects the SOQ will 
address. All experience must be 
by the submitting firm. Experi-
ence by individuals while working · 
with other firms must be identified 
as such and will be considered at 
the District's discretion. 
Submitting firms must be able to 
comply with the State of California 
Disabled Veteran Business Enter-
prise (DVBE) guidelines as estab-
lished by the State Allocation 
Board (SAB). If you do not know 
how to reach the OPSC's web site 
to obtain the latest DVBE forms, 
you may contact Jerry Vincent at 
(909) 820-7700, Ext. 282 to 
receive a mailed copy. 
Please submit five copies of the 
Statement of Qualifications to: 
Jerry Vincent 
Director of Facilities Planning 
Rialto Unified School District 
182 E. Walnut Avenue, 
Rialto, CA 92376 
The deadline for submitting the 
Statement of Qualifications is 2:00 
P.M., 'Friday,·October 29, 1999. 
p.1017, 10/14 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
B./\.P.S. CO. 
23431 Rolanda Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Carolyn L. Scott (Louise) 
23431 Rolanda Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is oonducted by 
an Individual. ' 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above s/ Carolyn L. Scott. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of· 
another under federal , state, or ' 
ccmmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe -Chmty of 
Riterside on 10/01/99. 
I hereby certify that this oopy is a 
ccrrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996882 
, p. 10/7, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
VALLEY CONSmUCTION 
30720 Avenida Del Yerrno 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
DET, Inc. 
30720 Avenida Del Yerrno 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
This business is conducted by a 
Corporation. Registrant has not 
yet begun to transact business 
under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above 
s/ ... David Q. Taylor, President 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
· this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/23/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In rrPf office. 
GARY L. ORSO,County Clerk 
FILE NO. 991960 
p.9130, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as:. 
LPR PAINTING 
6280 Hillside Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Leland Cepeda Rabon 
6280 Hillside Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business under 
the fictitious business name(s) 
listed above 
s/ ... Leland Cepeda Rabon 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the righjs of 
another under federal, state , or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/24/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996698 
p.9130, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MEL E. MEL & CO. 
23752 Heliotrope Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Melvin Lucious Allen, Jr. 
23752 Heliotrope Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is .,;or.ducted by an 
Individual. Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business under 
the fictitious business name(s) 
listed above 
s/ ... Melvin L. Allen, Jr. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
1,ame in violation of the rights of 
another under federal , state, or 
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the Olunty of 
Riverside on 9/17/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
ment on file in my off ice. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996527 
p.9130, 1017, 10/14, 10/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RIVERSIDE ORGANIC VEG-
ETABLE & PRODUCE FARM 
8728 California Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92503-3325 
Nasser Khosmbiri 
3505 Woodland Place 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
Mohsen Mohebi Khodabandelou 
8728 California Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92503-3325 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. Registrant 
has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious busi-
ness name(s) listed above 
s/ .. Nasser Khosmbin 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 9/1/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in rrPf office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996096 
p.9130, 1017, 10/14, 10121 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
AD-WY FUNDING 
6652 Avenida Mariposa 
Riverside. CA 92509 
Adrianne Michael 
6652 Avenida Mariposa 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. Reg isl rant has not yet 
begun to transact business under 
the fictitious business name(s) 
listed at3ove 
s/ .. Adrianne Michael 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/27/99 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996728 
p:9/30, 1017, 10/14, 10/21 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
San Bernardino County, 
Human Services System 
announces a Public Hearing 
in accordance with Health and 
Safety Code Section 13150. 
For presentation of Local Chil-
dren and Families Commis-
sion (Proposition 1 O); Report 
and Audit for the period from 
January 1, 1999 through June 
30, 1999. This Public Hearing 
will be held on Thursday, 
October 7, 1999 at 1 :30 p.m . 
. 
I ' 
p.9130, 1011, 10/14, 10/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CLIFF AND SONS TRUCKING 
12596 Broadleaf Lane 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Clifton Ray Williams 
12596 Broadleaf Ln 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. · 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above 
s/ ... Clifton Ray Williams 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself aut~orize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of tile rights of 
another under federal , state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/14199 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office .' 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996417 
p.9/30, 107, 10/ 14, 10/21 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WEST COAST LUMBER HAN-
DLING 
1550 Camelot Drive 
Corona, CA 91720 
Sharon Diane Anderson 
1550 Camelot Drive 
Corona, CA 91720 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. Registrant has not yet 
· begun to transact business under 
the fictit ious business name(s) 
listed above 
s/ ... Sharon D. Anderson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe Olunty of 
Riverside on 9nt99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct ccpy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County CI erk 
FILE NO. 996235 
p.1017, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ANDREW'S HAIR DESIGNS 
7101 Magnolia J\ivenue 
Riverside, CA 9~504 
Andrew N. Wingard (Nelson) 
14156 Laurel Drive 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business under 
the fictitiolls business na me(s) 
listed above 
.. n rew . ,ngar 
Thi;! filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fict:tious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/27/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk ' 
FILE NO. 996747 
p.9/30, 10/7, 10114, 10121 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
POPEYE PIZZA 
10170 Indiana Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Ertimal Subhi Shbib 
920 Wilccx Ave. #107 
Los Angeles, CA 90038 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above on 
10/1/99. 
s/ ... Ektimal Shbib . 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal , state, or 
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p oode) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 10/06/9(). 
I hereby certify that th is oopy is a · 
oorrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996985 
p.10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 




TIONS & DESIGN 
11265 Coolwater Drive 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Marina Cheryl Aguilera 
11265 Coolwater Drive 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by an 
Individual. 
R~gistrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious business name(s) listed 
above 
s/ ... Marina Aguilera 
The filing of this statement does· · 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this stale of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b 
&p code) 
Statement filed with lhe County of 
Riverside on 9/16/99 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO.County Clerk 
FILE NO. 996498 
p.10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4 
Request lor Proposals 
Services for HIV Positive Individuals 
On October 15, 1999 the San Bernardino County Department of 
Public Health will distribute a request for proposals (RFP) to provide 
services to individuals who are HIV-positive and their families. The 
services are to be provided in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. 
Federal grants are expected to be available under Titles I and II of the 
Ryan White CoJTlprehensive AIDS Resource Emergency (CARE) Act 
to provide the following kinds of services to HIV-positive clients: 
Ambulatory/Outpatient Medical Care; Local Drug Reimbursement; 
Case Management; Dental Care; Mental Health Therapy/Counseling; 
Housing Assistance/Housing-Related Services; Food Bank/Home 
Delivered Meals/Nutritional Supplements; Home Health Care; 
Substance Abuse; Transportation; Client Advocacy/Legal Assistance; 
Day or Respite Care; and, Referral/Hot Line. 
Approximately $6,897,747 is anticipated to be available from the 
federal Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) to fund 
this program in the year beginning March 1, 2000. Of,the total 
estimated amount available, approximately $4,109,175 is expected to 
be available to fund programs in Riverside County and $2,788,572 in 
San Bernardino County. Funding awards will be made through the 
oompetitive application review and evaluation process described in the 
RFP. Entities eligible to apply for grants include public agencies and 
private nonprofit corporations, including community-based 
organizations. All eligible entities capable of providing the described 
services are encouraged to apply. Mandatory letters of intent to 
compete for these grants are currently scheduled to be due November 
1, 1999. Completed grant applications are currently schedufed to be 
due November 29, 1999. 
The terms and conditions for applying for funding are contained 
only in the RFP. In any conflict between this solicitation of 
interest and the RFP, the terms of the RFP will govern. F~nding 
for the services covered by the RFP and any and all funding 
awards are speciflcally contingent upon the amounts, if any, of 
grants made by. HRSA and upon approval by the San Bernardino 
County Board of Supervisors of the RFP and of agencies selected 
through the competitive application process. 
Each applicant must have the capacity to enter into a contract with the 
County of san Bernardino, Department of Public Health and shall be 
appropriately licensed by the State of California (if required based on 
the services that the applicant proposes to provide). Each applicant 
shall be able to demonstrate the ability to perform all elements of the 
proposed work, including both direct services and administrative 
functions. 
To obtain a oopy of the request for proposals to provide HIV-related 
services in Riverside and/or San Bernardino Counties, please call 
(909) 387-6776 and ask for a copy of the Ryan White CARE Act ntte 1 
RFP to me mailed to you. RFP copies may also be obtained by 
malling a request to: 
Ryan White CARE Act Year 2000 RFP 
San Bernardino County Department of Public Health 
172 West 3rd Street, 6th Floor 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-001 O 
CNS/746042 
p10/14, 10/21 
Request for bids and proposals from qualified DVBE firms and 
individuals: 
SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
25 SCHOOL MODERNIZATiON PROJECTS 
1 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
2 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
We are now accepting proposals for the following items of 
work: general conditions, temporary site services, CPM 
scheduling, temporary clerical support, office supplies . 
NEFF CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
(An Equal Opportunity Employer) 
P. 0 . Box 1488 
Ontario, CA 91762 
(909) 947-3768 Voice 
(909) 947-3823 Fax 
Nett Constructi9n , Inc. intends to seriously negotiate with 
~ualified DVBE firms for participation on this project. 
Note: Firms should be prepared to provide 100% Payment 
and Performance Bonds. 
p.10/14 
